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Ag Update Home Extension 
Agricultural News News 
& Events 
Pages 13, Pages 3 & 4 15 & 16 
Global Connections Team from Nebraska - identified left to right Dr. Ken Bolen, 
Doug Swanson, Stephanie Seng, Kay Jurgens, Kirsten Bartels, Damion Schepers 
4-H Makes a World of Difference 
by Damion Schepers . 
Pullingdou.bleduty for 
memeantattendinga4-H Glo-
bal Connections conference in 
Washington, D.C., with a team 
sel ected to represent Nebraska 
and then going solo to the 
World Focus Conference. 
Both were held at the National 
4-H Center in Chevy Chase, 
MD. The team consisted of 
Stephanie Seng, 4-H assistant 
in Seward County, Kirsten 
Bartels and Doug Swanson, 
UNL Collegiate4-H Club, Kay 
Jurgens, Lancaster County 
volunteer and myself. Dr. Ken 
Bolen, dir~ctor of Nebraska 
Cooperative Extension, served 
as a presenter at the meeting. 
Dr. Bolen is on the National 
planning committee for Glo-
bal Connections. 
and discussed the future plans 
of Nebraska's involvement in 
International Programs. The 
team plans to organize camps 
dealing with global issues and 
promote the "And My World" 
project. Look for our booth at 
the 1991 Nebraska State Fair 
in the exhibit hall. 
Moving on to my solo 
assignment, I attended the 
World Focus Conference. It 
was not only fun, but very 
educational. All participants 
were involved in activities that 
enriched their understanding 
about other countries and cul-
tures. 
Delegates strengthened 
their positive cross-culture at-
titudes and skills to enhance 
understanding and cooperation 
between nations. We identi-
fied and discussed a variety of 
environmental issues. Of 
course, attending any confer-
ence in our nation's capitol 
means the opportunity to visit 
all the beautiful monuments 
and museums. Truly an expe-
rience to remember. 
World Focus is held ev-
ery year and is well worth the 
investment oftime and money. 
I encourage anyone who has 
an interest in "Global Connec-
tions" to attend. A big thanks 
goes to the Lincoln Center 
Kiwanis Club for providing a 
partial scholarship for partici-
pants from Lancaster County. 
If you'd like more informa-
tion, feel free to ask me about 
my adventures. (MK) 
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Page 2 
Care 
Enough to 
·Share! 
Approximately 100 
Christmas gifts are 
needed for t~e Elliot 
HeadstartProgram. Pur-
chased or homemade 
gifts ($2 - $3) for three 
and four year olds are 
needed by December 1. 
If you or your club would 
like to donate gifts or 
would like further details, 
call Marilee. (MK) 
Acreage 
Resource 
Guide 
Pages 5 -12 
The Cloverline 
-
4-H News and Events 
Pages 14 & 15 
Stop,·Drop and Roll ... 
Summer is almost over, 
and autumn is just around the-
comer, bringing with it, among 
cooler temperatures and foot-
ball season, the return of our 
kids to school. With the kids 
getting "back to the grind-
stone", so to speak, this is a 
good time for parents and 
teachers to review basic fire 
safety with them. TheSouth-
east Fire Department offers 
the following reminders for 
kids: 
• Remember to STOP, DROP 
and ROLL if your clothing 
catches fire. 
• Remember to crawl low in a 
smoke filled room. 
• Remember that matches and 
lighters are TOOLS for adults, 
detector once a week, and 
replace the battery once a year. 
• Remember to practice your 
home fire escape plan with 
your family at least four times 
a year. 
• Remember to cool a burn. 
• Remember how to call the 
fire, police, or sheriffs de-
partment in an emergency (in 
Lancaster County, dial 911). 
• Remember to call your local 
fire department (using their 
telephone number, NOT 91 J) 
if you have any questions 
about fire safety or fire pre-
vention (parents and teachers, 
this goes for you too!). 
not TOYS for kids. Bill Montz 
Fire Prevention Officer 
• Remember to test your smoke Southeast Fire Department 
WANTED: 
Farmers 
We attended workshop 
sessions presented by speak-
ers from around the world, re-
ceived training for working 
with youth and adults, learned 
the roles and responsibilities 
of the media in covering Inter-
national Events and enjoyed 
the Kan Konte West African 
Dance Group along with cui-
sine from around the world._ A 
tough assignment, but some-
body had to do it! 
County Farmer can Profit from Soybean Project 
Finding residual nitrate nitrogen will be the target 
of extensive deep soil sampling this fall by extension 
agents in the Metro extension programming unit 
(Lancaster, Saunders, Sarpy and Douglas counties). 
After returning to Lin-
coln, the team met with Dr. 
William Caldwell, assistant 
director at the State 4-H office 
A unique opportunity is 
available to area farmers this 
fall. The Nebraska Soybean 
Profitability Project, which 
originated in Saunders County, 
will be expanding to neigh-
boring counties. 
The object ofthis project 
is to optimize the profit real-
ized from the producer's soy-
bean enterprises utilizing a 
total approach to soybean pro-
duction, management and 
marketing. 
The project involves in-
teraction between fanners, pri-
vate industry, university and 
county extension personnel 
and employs the analysis of 
production records, the use of 
educational programs and the 
establishment of on-farm re-
search trials to attain optimal 
results. 
Local soybean produc-
ers who want to take a serious 
look at their current produc-
tion practices and reap the re-
ExtensioilPhone [a6wx-- ~I Numbers: -~.~ 
Office: ...... !~e:y:.~:~~~~e. ~~t~~ ??~~~) •...••. 4 71-7180 
After hours: ......... ~ ................. 471-7170 
Fax: ....................................... 4 71 -7148 
NEBLINE RBBS: ................ 471-7149 
suIts of fellow soybean pro-
ducers doing the same should 
contact Extension Agent Dave 
Varner, for further details. 
Applications to partici-
pate in the program will be 
taken through the first two 
weeks of September. The 
Nebraska Soybean Profitabil-
ity Project is sponsored by the 
University of Nebraska Coop-
erative Extension and the Ne-
braska Soybean Utilization and 
Marketing Board.(DV). -
Local extension agents will be making arrange-
ments for 60 Metro EPU fields to be deep sampled, 4 to 
6 feet, and submitted for analysis. Two to four fields will 
be selected that exceed 100 pounds residual nitrate 
nitrogen for on-farm nitrogen management research-
demonstration studies. 
Farmers interested in participating in this project 
should contact Extension Agent Dave Varner,at the 
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in 
Lancaster County. Bottom land and fields most likely to 
have excessive nitrate nitrogen will be given priority. 
Soil sampling fees will be p~id through the project grant 
funds. (DV) 
University of Nebraska 
Cooperative Extension Non-Profit Organization U.S. Postage Paid 
Permit No. 537 
Lincoln, Nebraska 
in Lancaster County 
444 Cherrycreek Road 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68528-1507 
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Transplanting Peonies 
Ifleft undisturbed, peonies often perform beautifully for 
many years. Occasionally, however, it becomes necessary to 
move or divide established peonies. Peonies shaded by large 
trees or shrubs often fail to bloom properly and should be 
rrioved to a sunny site. Old, established peonies may eventually 
become overcrowded, and need division. Whatever the reason, 
the best time to move or divide peonies is September. 
Moving established plants is a simple procedure. Cut the 
peony stems near ground level, then carefully dig around and 
under the plant. Try to retain as much of the root system as 
possible. Plant the peony in a sunny well-drained site. 
TheNEBLINE 
How to Dry 
Grasses 
To gather your grasses for winter 
bouquets, pick the stems on a dry, sunny 
day after the dew has evaporated. Choose 
flowers that have not yet completely opened 
and cut the stems as long as you can, they can 
be trimmed later. Strip any excess leaves, tie 
small bunches of stems together, and hang 
them upside down on wire coat hangers, in a 
cool, dry, airy room, leaving plenty of air 
space between each bunch. 
Check the bundles every few days 
because the stems shrink as they dry and some 
could fall to the floor and shatter. The drying 
process takes between two and three weeks. 
Remember that you can save some seed for 
next years planting. Store seed in carefully 
marked envelopes in a cool, dry place. 
There are many attractive grasses you 
can cut for arrangements. They include: 
Feathertop grass, Quaking grass, Wild oats, 
Japanese silver grass, Zebra grass, Fountain grass, Foxtail 
millet, Brome grass and Wheat.(MJM) 
September 1991 
Move Plants 
Indoors N ow ~ .......... -, 
During the summer many people move some of their 
potted plants to the porch or patio. If done correctly, the plants 
will usually benefit from the change. When summer is over the 
plants need to be taken back to the house in the same manner 
as they were taken out. The plants need a chance to adjust 
slowly. 
First, as the weather begins to cool, move the plants to a 
shady spot in the yard or on the patio. Allow the plants to stay 
there for several days so they can adjust to the lower light 
intensity. Next, move the plants to a porch or enclosed area. At 
this point check the plants for any insect or disease problems. 
If there are problems, take care of them before the plants are 
taken into the house. Again, have the plants in this area for 
several days or until any problem is completely remedied. 
Finally, move the plants indoors. By using this gradual, 
stair step procedure the plants will adjust to the inside environ-
ment easily. (DJ) 
Division oflarge peony clumps requires a few additional 
steps. After digging up the peony, shake gently to remove loose 
soil from the root system. Divide the clumps into sections, 
making sure each division has at least 3 to 5 eyes and a portion 
ofthe root system. Dig a hole large enough for the entire root 
system. Place the peony plant in the hole so that the eyes are 
I to 2 inches below the soil surface. Peonies planted deeper 
than 2 inches often fail to bloom satisfactorily. Fill the hole 
with soil, then water thoroughly. Space plants about 3 to 4 feet 
apart. Apply a 2 to 3 inch layer of mulch in late fall. Mulching 
will prevent freezing and thawing ofthe soil that could damage 
the plants. Remove the mulch in early spring before growth 
begins. 
Garlic (Allium sativum) 
Transplanted peonies may not bloom well the first spring. 
It usually takes I to 2 years for the plants to become firmly 
reestablished. Once completely established, the plants will 
bloom well for many years.(MJM) 
Weed Trimmers Can 
Damage Trees 
The long list of ways to kill landscape trees has a new 
addition: nylon filament weed trimmers. The nylon line can 
seriously damage the bark of most young trees, especially the 
thin-barked species such as ash, maple, honeylocust and birch. 
Repeated slashing ofthe bark on all sides ofthe tree may 
kill it by girdling it. Less serious injury to the barK may open 
the.tree to attack by insects or disease organisms. 
Protect young trees from damage by mulching around the 
trunks so weeds don't grow nearby, and hand trimming near 
trees when needed. (DJ) 
Garlic is a member of 
the onion family and produces 
a compound bulb consisting of 
groups of white or purplish 
scales. There are early (White 
or Mexican) cultivars and late 
(Pinkorltalian)cultivars. The 
early cultivar does not store 
well and has poorer quality, 
but out yields the later type. 
Garlic is started by plant-
ing cloves that are divisions of 
the large bulb. Each bulb con-
tains a dozen or more cloves 
and each clove is planted sepa-
rately. Select cloves that are 
large, smooth, fresh, and free 
from disease. 
Garlic grows best in full sun 
and a well drained soil. Plant 
cloves 2 inches deep and 4 
inches apart in rows 16 inches 
apart. The plants need 1 inch· 
of water every 
week from rain or 
by watering. 
Stop watering· 
once the leaves 
begin yellowing, : 
about three 
weeks before 
harvest. 
Garl' 
needs rich 
soil in order 
to produce 
1 a r g e 
You can plant garlic ei- c I 0 v e s . 
ther early fall in September or Add t:.""lvl-"~T' 
early spring in March or April. 0 
Ground Covers Fill.in for Grass 
If your landscape has a problem area, chances are a 
ground cover may be the solution. 
Areas in dense shade where grass won't grow and slopes 
too steep to mow safely are two common landscape problems 
dealt withby planting ground covers. 
For just about every site problem, you can plant an 
adapted ground cover that will thrive there, cover and protect 
the problem site, and improve the appearance ofthe landscape. 
Recommended ground cover plants for Lancaster County 
include vines, herbaceous perennials and woody shrubs~ They 
range in height, from 3 to 24 inches, and in form, fromupright 
to spreading. Some are evergreen, some have flowers, and 
many offer variegated or unusual colored foliage. 
Examples of ground covers include a number of spread-
ingjunipers, evergreens with a horizontal growth habit that do 
well in dry, sunny areas, where they grow slowly to an ultimate 
height of6 to 10 inches; Hall's honeysuckle, a vigorous twining 
deciduous vine that bears fragrant flowers in shade or sun; 
periwinkle, a 6-inch tall evergreen that grows well in shade as 
well as sun and bears light blue flowers; and daylilies, with their 
mounds of sword-shaped leaves and dozens of bugle-shaped 
Harvesting Popcorn 
There are no shortcuts to popcorn harv·est. Popcorn must 
mature on the stalk. In a normal year, it takes about 120 days 
from seed to harvest. 
The kernels are usually hard and ready to harvest by the 
time the stalks turn brown and dry. The husks will be dry also. 
Harvest before cool, damp weather settles in, to prevent the 
possibility of mold growth. 
After picking the ears, remove the husks and cure the ears 
for two or three weeks. To cure, place them in a mesh bag and 
hang in a warm, dry, well ventilated place. After curing, 
remove the kernels by rubbing one ear against another, starting 
at the tip and working toward the base. 
Store the kernels in sealed I-quart jars, filled three 
fourths full and store in the refrigerator, ifpossible. Properly 
stored popcorn should keep for three to four years before 
becoming stale. 
. How popcorn pops depends on its moisture content. If 
many kernel remain unpoped or pop only partially, they are too 
dry. Try adding one tablespoon of water per quart jar and 
shaking the jar twice aday for a couple of days, Ifa test popping 
shows kernels are still too dry, repeat the process once. 
If kernels are to moist, they will pop very slowly with a 
loud explosion and steam may rise from the popper. To 
encourage moisture loss, leave the popcorn storage container 
unsealed until a test popping shows the kernels are properly 
cured. (MJM) 
flowers in summer. 
Once established, most ground covers tend to be low 
maintenance plants. Until they are established, however, 
regular weeding may be necessary to· keep out unwanted 
growth. After the ground cover has filled in an area with a thick 
mat of vegetation, weeds shouldn't be a problem. (DJ) 
Drying Gourds 
Harvest gourds when the stem dries and begins to turn 
brown. Be sure to complete your harvest before the first hard 
frost. Immature gourds will not cure correctly, so only harvest 
mature fruit. 
After harvest, wash the fruit in a mild bleach solution and 
dry off with a soft cloth. Discard any bruised, diseased or 
damaged fruit. To dry, place gourds on slatted trays or chicken 
wire fencing. Make sure they do not touch each other and are 
located in a warm, dry, well ventilated location. 
Curing can take one to six months, depending on the type 
of gourd. The outer skin hardens in one or two weeks, while the 
internal drying takes at least an additional month. Poke a small 
hole in the blossom end of the gourd to quicken internal drying. 
Occasionally turn the fruits, checking for uneven drying or soft 
spots. When you shake the' gourd an,d hear the seeds rattling, 
it is cured and ready for a coat of paint or varnish if 
desired.(MJM) 
-GARDEN GOSSIP HOTLINE 
471-7179 
Accessible from any phone ... 
amounts of compost to the soil 
in the spring and make sure the 
soil has a proper balance of 
nitrogen, phosphorus and po-
tassium. 
Harvest garlic three 
weeks after the tops turn yel-
low or about 90 days after 
planting. Allow healthy, har-
vested bulbs to dry in the sun. 
Store garlic in a cool, dark, dry -
place. Hang in a net bag so air 
can circulate around the cloves. 
It stores best at 50 to 65 per-
cent humidity and at a tem-
perature of around 40 to 60 
degrees Fahrenheit. Garlic will 
sprout in the refrigerator, re-
ducing its flavor, so refriger-
ate only one clove at a time. 
(MJM) 
Questions and Answers 
Q. I want to tUTn part of my lawn inh~ a vegetable 
- garden next year. Is there anything I can do now to prepare 
the new site? 
A. You can get a head start on spring by removing the sod 
from the proposed garden spot and rough plowing or spading 
the soil. Winter freezing and thawing will break up large 
clumps. Fall plowing of a new or established garden will also 
give a certain amount of weed control. If you want, you can 
incorporate compost or other organic matter now, as well as 
slow-release fertilizer. Fall is a slow time for soil test labora-
tories, so now is a good time to have yours tested. 
Q. How deep should I plant tulip bulbs? 
A. Plant tulip bulbs about 6 inches deep (an inch or two 
deeper in sandy soil) in a well drained spot that has been worked 
to a depth of about 18 inches. Daffodils, hyacinths, flowering 
onions (allium) and other large bulbs should also be planted 
about 6 inches deep. Smaller bulbs - such as crocus, scilla, 
galanthus and grape hyacinth - should be planted about 3 
inches deep. Space hyacinths and daffodils 5 to 6 inches apart, 
tulips 5 inches apart and the smaller bulbs 1 to 2 inches apart. 
Q. The white pine trees we planted a couple of years 
ago are dropping a lot of needles. Is something wrong with 
them? 
A. It's normal for pines and other evergreens to drop their 
needles. Generally, evergreen needles or leaves persist on a 
plant for about three years. In white pine, needles turn brown 
and fall in two years. In juniper and Douglas fir, on the other 
hand, needles may persist for 10 or more years. Various 
environmental stresses can cause premature dropping of needles. 
Too little or too much water, exposure to salt spray, insect or 
disease attack, or activities of animals may cause needles to turn 
brown and fall off. Look for causes other than normal leaf 
shedding ifplants are dropping the current season's growth. 
Q. How does overwatering kill plants? 
A. Overwatering drives oxygen out of the soil. Plant 
roots need both oxygen and water to function. Deprived of 
oxygen, the roots can't take up water, and the plant wilts as if 
it's dry. Ifroots remain waterlogged very long, they begin to 
rot. Then the plant dies. (DJ) 
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Wheat Disease Management Begins Before Planting 
Take steps this fall to help prevent diseases in winter 
wheat next spring. Since it's difficult to predict which diseases 
will become problems, growers need to prepare for those that 
are most common and damaging. These include root rot, wheat 
. streak mosaic, and wheat leaf rust. 
Cultivar selection, seed quality, post-harvest weed con-
trol, and planting date are critical factors in overall wheat 
health management. Not all cultivars are resistant to wheat leaf 
rust, and those that are may not always be the best yielders. 
Growers should not put all their eggs into one basket and 
choose a single cultivar, but rather they should use the concept 
of cultivar complimentation. This involves selecting cultivars 
. that compliment each other agronomically and in their resis-
tance to leaf rust and other diseases. 
Planting quality seed is good insurance for establish-
ment. Growers unsure about their seed quality can .have it 
tested or can buy certified seed. Effective post-harvest weed 
control eliminates volunteer wheat and grassy weeds that will 
carryover the wheat curl mite and the wheat streak mosaic 
virus. It also reduces moisture loss due to weed stubble fields. 
The planting date is probably the factor having the 
greatest influence on wheat diseases in Nebraska. Wheat that 
is planted too early is prone to root rot, wheat streak mosaic, and 
fall infection by leaf rust. Follow the recommended planting 
dates for your region. 
In most years, wheat diseases can be effectively con-
trolled. through good management practices rather than fungi-
cides. However, it is always wise to have a fungicide source in 
case leaf rust, Septoria leaf blotch, or tan spot develop. (WLS) 
Consider Early Harvest to 
Limit Corn Borer Damage 
Winter Wheat Seed Treatments Vary 
Many corn fields, especially late planted fields, have 
been heavily damaged by European com borers. Our manage-
ment recommendations concentr~te on controlling the early 
hatching com borers, which are responsible for the greatest 
amount of direct yield loss in com. However, later hatching 
larvae tunnel in the stalk and ear shank, making the plant more 
susceptible to stalk breakage or ear drop. With the cool weather 
earlier this summer, corn borers laid eggs over a greater number 
of days than average, and com remained susceptible to com 
borer damage longer. 
Winter wheat seed does not necessari ly need to be treated 
every year. Seed treatment is most likely to be beneficial with 
late plantings, low test weight seed, smut or scab detected in 
fields or seed, certified seed production, or bin-run seed. 
Scab was widespread in the Great Plains this season and 
common bunt was reported in some fields. Any time scab is 
present, seed from that field should be cleaned., tested for 
germination, and treated with a fungicide before planting. If 
common bunt is present, do not plant the seed. If there is 
absolutely no other alternative, the seed definitely should be 
treated. 
The heavy outbreak ofleaf rust reduced test weights and 
grain quality. If this grain is to_be used as seed wheat, test the 
germination and treat the seed. Some farmers tend to use bin-
run seed as seed wheat for three or four consecutive years. This 
is not a good practice for maintaining quality in their seed wheat 
because this seed often is a good candidate for seed treatment. 
Which treatment should you use? 
The wide array of seed treatments can sometimes make 
product selection confusing. Use a systemic fungicide to battle 
loose smut. If protection against seeding blights or common 
bunt is the objective, use a protectant fungicide. 
Remember, treat only what you intend to plant. Excess 
treated seed can only be used for seed. Most seed treatments 
are brightly colored to prevent their introduction into food or 
feed channels. 
How do farmers get seed treated? 
Farmers have certain options when it comes to treating 
wheat seed. They can use an on-the-farm treater or a drill box 
formulation of the fungicide. When applying a drill box 
product, the seed and fungicide are mixed together in the drill. 
Some on-the-farm treaters attach to an auger and apply the 
product as the seed is augered into the drill box. Uniform 
coverage is important if the fungicide is to be effective. Other 
alternatives include buying treated seed or taking it to a 
commercial seed treater. Some seed treatment products can 
only be applied by a commercial seed treater. 
Treating seed is not a guarantee for higher yields. Rather 
it is insurance against losses from smuts and seedling blights 
when these diseases threaten losses. (WLS) 
The exact amount of yield loss corn growers will see from 
com borer feeding depends on some factors, such as weather, 
which they cannot control. Strong winds before harvest can 
greatly increase the amount of stalk breakage and ear drop that 
will occur. The one practice that can reduce this type of yield 
loss is early harvest. Consider harvesting fields which have the 
highest levels of corn borer damage to stalks orear shanks, first. 
Although there may be greater costs for grain drying, the 
increased harvested yield should increase your profits. (DV) 
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Plan Measures to Reduce Hessian Fly Problems 
,::,;-o:N ,/_ .' --:-~ 
Nebraska Swine Records 
Wrap-up Meeting Preventive measures are the best safeguard against Hes-sian fly problems since chemical controls are not a practical 
solution for this pest. Reduce Hessian fly fall infestations by: 
1) plowing stubble and volunteer wheat prior to planting; 
2) planting Hessian fly resistant or tolerant wheat varieties; 
and' 
3) planting' after the fly-safe date. 
The Hessian fly spends the summer in the inactive flax 
seed stage on wheat stubble. In the fall, adults emerge to 
deposit eggs on early-seeded or volunteer wheat. Plowing will 
bury many flaxseeds deep enough to prevent adults from 
reaching the surface. Planting after the fly-safe da.te allows 
seedlings to emerge after most adult Hessian flies have died. 
Fly-safe dates are averages based on several years of observa-
tions. A hot, dry September can delay fly emergence, and a 
moist, cool month may expedite emergence dates. Fly-safe 
dates have not been developed for western Nebraska, however, 
a late planting is recommended if Hessian fly problems are a 
concern. 
Producers wanting to plant early should strongly con-
sider planting resistant varieties. Varietal resistance to Hessian 
fly does not guarantee immunity, but should reduce the prob..; 
ability of severe infestations. Among the Hessian fly resistant 
varieties listed in the Growers' Directory for Fall Planting are: 
Resistant - Arkan, Brule, Redland, and Norkan 
Moderately Resistant -Arapahoe, Buckskin, Colt, Vona, 
Mesa, and Wings. 
Fly-safe planting date for Hessian fly control in Lancaster 
County is September 27-28. (WLS) 
Local swine producers participating in the Nebraska 
Swine Records and Analysis Program will meet Tuesday, 
September 17, 7:30 p.m. at Mr. Henry's Restaurant in Eagle, 
Nebraska. 
The purpose of the meeting will be to review the past 
year's swine operation, production and financial records. Non-
participants are welcome to attend to find out more about the 
program. 
Producers planning to attend should make reservations 
with Dave Varner at the University of Nebraska Cooperative 
Extension in Lancaster County. (DV) 
Observe Preharvest Interval After Clean, Prepare Bins for Harvest 
Insecticide Use Properly preparing grain 
bins before harvest can help 
:ensure successful grain stor-
age. Don't wait until you are 
in the middle of harvest to 
discover there's a crack in the 
foundation or even laterto dis-
cover insects are devouring 
your grain. The sanitation and 
condition of bins are impor-
tant aspects to successful grain 
storage. Following are some 
guidelines for preparing bins. 
Check the Bin Structure, 
Aeration System 
Inspect bins and foun-
dations for structural problems. 
Uneven settling 0 f foundations 
can cause gaps between the 
foundation and bottom edge 
of the bin. This can cause 
grain spills, moisture problems 
and insect and rodent infesta-
tion. If perforated floors are 
used, a gap at the foundation~ 
edge will allow air that would 
normally be forced through 
the grain to escape from the 
bin. Also, inspect and repair 
leaky roofs, roof vents, sheared 
or'loosened bolts, the bottom 
ring of the bin, and the access 
ladder. 
Electrical wiring should 
be inspected for corrosion and 
broken or cracked insulation. 
Run loose and dangling wires 
through a conduit. The con-
duit should not be crimped and 
connections should be secured. 
Check fans and ducts for cor-
rosion and make sure all tran-
sitions are secure. 
Sanitation and Insect 
Control 
Now's a good time to 
clean combines, truck beds, 
augers and other equipment 
used for harvesting and trans-
porting grain. Next, ensure 
that the bins are clean and 
ready for storage. Remove old 
grain with brooms and vacuum 
cleaners. Never put new grain 
on top.ofold. Also, clean bins 
not being used for storage this 
year and mow around all bins 
to keep insects from migrating 
to clean bins. 
At least two weeks be-
fore grain storage, spray all 
interior surfaces ofthe cleaned 
bin with premium grade mala-
thion, methoxychlor or Reldan 
(sorghum only). Spray all sur-
faces to the point of runoff and 
force spray into the cracks and 
seams. Follow product label 
instructions for dilution and 
application directions. NOTE: 
Do not spray bins where soy-
beans will be stored. Stored 
soybeans rarely experience 
insect problems and few in-
secticides are labeled for use 
on soybeans. . 
It is impossible to clean 
and spray under perforated 
drying floors. Remove as much 
of the debris as possible then 
fumigate the empty bin with 
chloropicrin. (Chloropicrin is 
a Restricted Use Pesticide and 
requires gas monitoring de-
vices and respirator protec-
tion.) 
Store only clean, dry 
grain. Be especially careful 
when handling grain from 
stressed crops because this 
grain is more easily damaged. 
To reduce the incidence of 
molds and insects, dry and cool 
grain immediately after stor-
age. Apply a liquid or dust 
grain protectant to grain as it is 
being augered into the bin. 
Use ei ther premium grade 
malathion (corn and sorghum), 
Reldan (sorghum only), or 
Actellic (corn and sorghum). 
Power spray applicators are 
preferred over gravity drip 
applicators because they pro-
vide more uniform coverage 
and insect control. 
Previous IPW news articles have discussed identification, scouting procedures, and 
treatment guidelines for Nebraska soybean insects. Insect damage is possible in soybeans up 
to pod maturity. With the relatively late maturing soybeans in some fields, insecticides may 
be needed in September. Be aware of the preharvest interval (the mandatory waiting period 
between insecticide application and harvest) for soybean insecticides. 
Other restrictions may apply. See the pesticide label or extension publication, 1991 Insect 
Management Guide for Al fal fa, Soybeans, Wheat, Range and Pasture (EC 91-1511) for more 
complete information on using these insecticides. (DV) 
Product Preharvest Interval 
Sevin 80S. XLR Plus. 50W, 4F 
Dipel ES 
a days 
o days 
After the grain has been 
leveled, top dress the surface 
with both Dipel and malathion 
or reldan (sorghum only), or 
Actellic (corn and sorghum). 
Dipel works against Indian 
meal moths while malathion is 
'needed for beetle control. 
Reldan and Actellic control 
both types of insects. (Do not 
treat soybeans with malathion, 
Reldan or Actellic.) Iflndian 
meal moths have been a prob-
lem in the past, use Vapona 
resin strips (1 per 1,000 cubic 
feet of air space) in the bin 
space above the grain. (DV) 
Malathion 57EC 
Malathion ULV 9.33 
Lannate 90SP. 1.8L, 2.4LV 
Orthene 75S 
Guthion 2S, 2L 
- up to 2 pt./acre 
- above 2 pt.!acre 
parathion 4EC. 8EC 
Penncap-M 
Furadan 4F 
Asana 1.9EC 
Cygon 400 
Scout 0.3EC 
Pydrin 2.4EC 
Lorsban 4E 
Larvin 3.2F 
Ambush 2E. 25W 
Pounce 3.2 EC, 25WP 
o days 
7 days 
14 days 
14 days 
14 days 
45 days 
20 days 
20 days 
21 days 
21 days 
21 days 
21 days 
21 days 
28 days 
28 days 
60 days 
60 days 
Consider Ammonlated Crop Residues as Hay Alternative 
Ammoniated crop residues should be considered as a 
possible method to stretch out for~ge supplies for drought-
stricken producers. 
Producers can consider ammoniating wheat straw, oat 
straw and corn stover. The ammoniation process is a technique 
developed to be used on low quality crop residues. 
Anhydrous ammonia increases digestibility (energy) 10 
to 15 percent and increases intake 15 to 20 percent. It also can 
increase palatability. By ammoniating crop residues, the 
residues will feed like average quality grass hay. 
To successfully ammoniate residues, the approximate 
bale or stack weight should be estimated. Then the residue 
should be sealed under a plastic bag. Slowly add 60 pounds of 
anhydrous per ton of residue. The reaction is temperature 
dependent. It will take two to four weeks in the fall for the 
reaction to be completed. 
Also, producers might be interested in testing forages for 
quality so that economical feeding programs can be designed. 
(WLS) 
More Agricultural 
News on page 4. 
Page 4 
BarnAgain 
What can you do with that old bam now that the cows are 
gone? "Bam Again"~ a guide to rehabilitation of older farm 
buildings, is designed as an aid for those interested in older farm 
buildings. Historic farm buildings can be converted for con-
temporary farm or acreage uses. 
Three major reasons for saving older buildings are his-
toric value, appearance, and practicality. Concerns when 
considering the use of an old building are: (1) how can it best 
be used? (2) what will it cost?, and (3) is it practical to do? 
Experiences of other operators can provide helpful ideas 
about construction procedures, layout, materials, costs, and 
suggested changes. When remodeling buildings, safety is a 
number one concern. Accidents are too common when work-
ing with jacks, old lumber, low clearance, and protruding nails. 
Using Old Farm Buildings, from NDSU, Fargo, ND, and 
TheNEBLINE September 1991 
Reduce Insect, Disease Problems 
Limit Harvest Moisture with Natural Air Drying 
Natural air grain drying 
is an energy efficient drying' 
method that is particularly well 
suited to Nebraska weather. A 
high quality dried product, with 
little of the stress cracking or 
heat damage associated with 
high temperature drying, is an 
added attraction. Properly 
dried and well conditioned 
grain is not as likely to develop 
mold and insect problems. 
The maximum corn 
moisture content for natural 
air drying largely depends on 
the amount of airflow from the 
drying fan. An airflow rate of 
1 cfm per bushel is recom-
mended. At this rate, full per-
forated drying floors are 
needed for uniform air distri-
bution. Maximum allowable 
moisture contents vary by lo-
cation within the state (see 
Table I). In general, the har-
vest moisture content can be 
increased as you move from 
the warmer, more humid con-
ditions of southeast Nebraska 
to the cooler dryer conditions 
of the Panhandle. For ex-
ample, com harvested in the 
Scottsbluff area at 24.5% mois-
ture content on October 15, 
can be successful1y dried us-
ing natural air drying with an 
airflow rate of! cfm per bushel. 
In comparison, corn harvested 
October 1, in the Lincoln area 
with 20.0% moisture can be 
dried with an airflow rate of 1 
cfm per bushel. Date of har-
vest also influenced the maxi-
mum allowable moisture con-
tent. As temperatures drop in 
late fall, higher moisture corn 
can be successfully dried with 
natural air. Be aware, how-
ever, that harvesting higher 
moisture corn requires running 
the fan longer and increasing 
energy use. Drying is usually 
most successful when corn is 
harvested in mid October and 
has a 20% to 22% moisture 
rate. 
Don't interrupt fan op-
eration until all the corn in the 
bin is dry. This may not be 
practical if drying is not com-
pleted before winter. During 
the cold, winter months, tem-
peratures are low enough that 
air holds little moisture. The 
low air temperatures also re-
sult in higher relative humidi-
ties that further limit drying 
capacity. Continuous fan op-
eration is not recommended 
during these months unless the 
drying zone has not yet been 
moved completely through the 
bin. (DV) 
Maximum corn moisture contents for a bin filled in one or two days and dried using natural air with an airflow rate 
of 1 cfm per bushel 
Barn Again from the National Trust for Historic Preservation Location Harvest Date 
are printed resources available for a small fee. Barn Again cost 
is $5.00 while the NDSU report no. 88-1 is available for $1.00. 
(DM) Lincoln 
September 15 
19.5 
October 1 October 15 November 1 
20.0 20.5 23.0 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The lazy months ofSep-
temberand October provide a 
well deserved rest for the hens. 
A fter the ri gors 0 f ma ti n g, pro-
ducing 30 to 50 eggs, incubat-
ing a clutch, brooding young, 
and losing and regrowing feath-
ers, the hens need a rest. In 
contrast, the cocks have been 
taking it easy since late July 
when they finished molting 
their feathers. Also,consider 
that the cocks had no incuba-
tion or brood-rearing respon-
sibilities. The hen, though, 
has lost 25 percent of her body 
weight since April. In Sep-
tember, she has reached her 
lowest weight (1.9 Ibs.) and 
her lowest body fat content of 
the year. Since the amount of 
body fat is a good indicator of 
overall body condition, the hen 
is in her worst condition ofthe 
year. Many believe that this 
situation occurs during the cold 
winter months, but the repro-
ductive process often causes 
more stress than even Old Man 
Winter. 
Free milo and corn seed 
is available for food plots. Food 
PHEASANTS 
® 
plots are important for provid-
ing winter food during the se-
vere winters as we had in 1983. 
About 71 acres of food plots 
were established in 1990. 
In 1991, a new program 
will be implemented concern-
ing food plots. The Cornhusker 
Chapter will pay landowners 
to establish food plots. For 
corn and milo, $70 per acre 
will be paid; for wheat $50 per 
acre. The grain must remain 
standing through March ofthe 
following year. Payment will 
occur after inspection in late 
winter. 
For any information or 
suggestions for programs, 
please contact Rich Lodes, 
habitat coordinator, at home 
(483-2417) or work (472-
3645). (DV) 
Just Say No, Please Say No 
"Oct. 9, 1989, started 
like any other morning. Little 
did I know that by the end of 
the day, my life and that of 
each member of my family 
would be changed forever. 
I had borrowed a tractor 
and a rotary mower to trim the 
weeds and grass so I could see 
the lane leading from our house 
to the road. Before I started, 
my three kids - Kenneth, Jr., 
"BoBo," 8; Mandy, 9; and 
Ashley, 5 - begged me for a 
ride on the tractor , "Just once," 
they pleaded. I said "no" sev-
eral times, and they didn't ask 
anymore. 
After a day of alternat-
ing mowing wi th other chores, 
I decided to finish the mowing 
job. The kids started asking 
again for a ride. 
"Please, Dad,letusride. 
We want to help you," they 
said. 
It was about 7 p.m., and 
for some reason I gave in. I 
said, "OK, kids. This is the 
last round; I'll let you ride." 
I held Ashley on my lap, 
and BoBo and Mandy sat on 
the fenders. I made them prom-
ise to hang on tight, and they 
agreed. 
As we rode, we talked 
about things that fathers and 
children talk about. I told 
them, "I want you to know one 
thing. I love you guys, no 
matter whatever happens." 
About 30 seconds later, 
the fender BoBo sat on broke 
off. As he lunged forward, he 
reached out his little left hand. 
I yelled his name as I reached 
for him and his fingers slipped 
through mine. 
BoBo went face down in 
the field, the fender went un-
derneath the tractor wheel, and 
then the big wheel ran over 
him - up the legs, up the back, 
and over the top of .his little 
head. 
Then the rotary mower 
went over him. If you've ever 
seen anyone who's stepped on 
a landmine, well, there's more 
left of that person than of any-
one who has fallen in the path 
ofa mower. 
The tractor finally came 
to a stop, and I sent the two 
girls to tell their mother, I tried 
to pick up my son, and he was 
just all over the place. It was 
like standing on the outside 
wa:tching myself do these stu-
pid things. I lost my mind. 
I went immediately to 
my house to get my pistol. In 
my mind I had just murdered 
my son. J had to shoot myself 
for what I had done. I tore the 
house up looking for that gun. 
Fortunately, a friend had beaten 
me to it. I then looked for my 
rifle, but they had taken that 
too. 
When I couldn't find a 
gun, I went outside, and there 
were local cops, photogra-
phers, reporters, and emer-
gency medical personnel. 
According to witnesses, I 
walked out and yelled "For 
God's sake, shoot me!" 
They got me into the 
emergency medical service 
unit, anq I spent the night in a 
little padded room in the psy-
chiatric ward of the hospital. 
Someone watched me all night. 
I remember looking for a place 
to hang myself. 
It's been almost a year, 
and the hurting is still there. I 
haven't had eight straight hours 
of sleep since then. The life 
that was once fun to live 
doesn't hold much for me now. 
It is like my heart has been cut 
out of my chest. 
I lost my dad some years 
ago, and it hurt, but not as 
much as losing my son. The 
loss ofa child is about the 
worst thing that can ever hap-
pen to a person. 
To others who might be 
tempted to give a child just 
one ride, my advice is to be 
firm and refuse. If you can say 
"no," then the accident that 
happened to our family won't 
happen to yours. In fact, don't 
even allow your chi ldren to be 
with you at all when you oper-
ate dangerous equipment. 
Remember my story the 
next time a child begs for "just 
one ride" on farm machinery. 
That one ride took my son to 
the gates of heaven. Don't let 
it take yours." 
Reprinted with permis-
sion Progressive F armer, copy-
right September 1990. 
Author: K. T. Reynolds 
lives on a farm in rural Sperry, 
Okla., and works as an air-
plane mechanic for American 
Airlines. (EW) 
Have a Heart: Protect Your 
Pets From Heartworm 
The incidence of dog 
heartworm is increasing in the 
Midwest and dog owners 
should be prepared to protect 
their pets, according to Fred 
Baxendale, University ofNe-
braska-Lincoln entomologist. 
This mosquito-transmit-
ted nematode (Dirofilaria 
immitis) is primarily a pest of 
dogs, but also can infest cats 
and other carnivores, said 
David Schmitt, a Lincoln vet-
erinarian. Several mosquito 
species in Nebraska can trans-
mit the immature worms (mi-
crofilariae) from one host to 
another. Adult heartworms, 
which commonly reach a 
length of 12 inches, are found 
in the heart and pulmonary 
arteries of the host. If not 
treated, they can cause death 
by embolism, asphyxia, and 
dilatation ofthe heart, Schmitt 
said. 
Reduce heartwonn in-
fections by keeping dogs in-
doors during heavy mosquito 
activity and/or by reducing 
local mosquito populations 
through regional mosquito 
abatement programs, 
Baxendale said. 
Veterinarians may rec-
ommend a daily dose of 
diethylcarbamazine citrate 
(chewable or nonchewable tab-
lets) or a monthly dose of 
ivermectin (Heartgard) or 
milbemycin oxime (Intercep:.. 
tor) to prevent heartworms. 
Before using either medica-
tion, however, Baxendale said 
a veterinarian should examine 
the dog and give it a blood test 
because a severe reaction can 
occur if the dog already has a 
heartworm infection when the 
drug is administered. The 
blood test is not needed ifthese 
drugs are used with dogs 
younger than six .months. 
Control of an existing 
heartworm condition requires 
a series of injections of an 
arsenical compound to destroy 
the adult worms, followed by 
administration of a second drug 
(caparsolate) several weeks 
later to kill the microfilariae in 
the blood. A veterinarian 
should closely supervise these 
treatments since serious com-
plications can occur if dead 
and dying worms block pul-
monary vessels in the host. 
(WLS) 
Women in Agriculture: 
The Critical Difference 
The University of Ne-
braska Cooperative Extension, 
Department of Agricultural 
Economics, will sponsor the 
seventh annual "Women in Ag-
riculture: The Critical Differ-
ence" conference. The con-
ference, to be held September 
12 and 13 at the Kearney 
Ramada Inn, focuses on teach-
ing financial management, 
marketing, and personal man-
agement skills to farm and 
ranch women. 
This year's workshop 
topics include marketing, en-
vironmental concerns, family 
communication, ground water 
protection, and the conserva-
tion provisions of the 1990 
farm bill. Last year, over 350 
women attended' the confer-
ence. Cost is $40 per person 
which includes three meals, 
breaks, workshop materials, 
and registration fee. To re-
ceive a brochure on the 
"Women in Agriculture: The 
Critical Difference" confer-
ence, call. 1-800-535-3456 or 
contact your local county ex-
tension office. (DM) 
r---- I Rundown on Rapeseed 
NEBLINE 
RBBS 
471-7149 
!]-
r' mI .. % ~ 
24 hours a day 
7 days a week 
~ . Rapeseed is an oil crop that can be sown either in the fall 
~ or spring,depending on the variety. The oil that is extracted 
~ from the seed of rapeseed can be either an industrial type, which I is high in erucic acid, or the edible type, which is low in erucic 
~ acid. The low erucic acid type is often called Canola. The fall-
t seeded rapeseed has a winter hardiness level about like winter 
t barley. Thus, it is going to winter-kill some years in most parts 
! of Nebraska. If it is grown in Nebraska, it should be planted 
~ before the normal wheat planting date (best before September 
f; I). The spring-seeded varieties need to be planted very early 
; in the spring, similar to oats. Neighboring states have had 
: problems with flea beetles attacking spring sown rapeseed. 
r The University ofldaho, at Moscow, has an active plant 
t breeding program in rapeseed. Several commercial companies 
'. market rapeseed; the only address available is Sigco Research, 
~ Box 289, Breckenridge, MN. Others include Allelix J nc., Bonis 
~ and Co. and King Agro Inc., all of Ontario, Canada; Rustica 
~ Bio-Recherches of France and Weibullsholms of Sweden. 
~ Yields of rapeseed should be about 2,000 pounds per acre if 
i winter kill and insects are not a problem. With problems, yields I could be very low. . 
~ A market for the oil is a problem. A company in Great 
Falls, MT. is currently extracting oil from rapeseed and market-
ing it. Transportation costs to Great Falls are quite prohibitive. 
Most ofthe other oil processors of Canol a are in Canada. There 
is some interest in establishing a crushing plant in Nebraska; 
currently, there are none. ( WLS) 
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Legal Issues and Crime Prevention. 
Take a Bite Out of Crime, Rural Crime 
Prevention and Neighborhood Watch 
"Crooks aren't just 
city folk. They like country 
living, too. Because the truth 
is, you've got a lot of money 
tied up in livestock and farm 
equipment. Crooks know that, 
too. That's why crime in rural 
areas is getting so popular. 
Look at the facts. 
More than 8 million crimes 
occur eac.h year in rural areas 
and small towns. The victims 
report that crimes like theft, 
larceny, and burglary are their 
biggest problems. In fact, these 
property crimes account for 
almost 90 percent of the crimes 
committed. 
Take' Kentucky, for 
example: reported losses from 
farm thefts and larcenies there 
in one year were over $6 mil-
lion with more than 700 pieces 
of farm equipment and 1,600 
head oflivestock reported sto-
len. And that's just one state! 
Remember, every 
farmer eventually pays - in the 
from of higher insurance rates 
- for the millions lost as a result 
oflarceny, theft, and burglary. 
So fight back. This 
article is full of common sense 
precautions you can use to pro-
tect yourself and your prop-
erty. 
Protect Your Livestock 
Livestock theft is now 
one of the easiest and most 
profitable crimes. The mod-
em rustler may use a car, light 
plane, or helicopter to spot a 
likely target, usually stock is 
isolated pastures and unlocked 
corrals. Then thieves move in 
quicklywith campers, vans, or 
trailers, load up 10 to 15 head 
of cattle and drive away. In 
justa few hours the thieves can 
be in another county or state -
easily putting hundreds of 
miles between victim and 
buyer. A crime that takes 10 
minutes can net the rustler sev-
eral thousand dollars. The risk 
is low, too - the theft often 
goes undetected for several 
days. 
What can you do to 
safeguard your animals from 
today's sophisticated rustlers? 
Try these suggestions: 
-Check your stock fre-
quently. If possible, take a 
daily count. If you're going to 
be away, arrange to have a 
neighbor keep track of your 
animals. Do the same for your 
neighbors when they're away. 
-Report missing stock 
immediately. Rustlers move 
fast, so report the loss even if 
you aren't sure whether the 
missing animals are stolen or 
have strayed. Don't wait - de-
lay insures the rustler a safe 
getaway. 
·Mark your animals. Be 
sure to make marks distinct. 
Mark young stock soon after 
birth. Register your marks and 
brands with your local law en-
forcement agency. For cattle, 
the preferred marking meth-
ods are freeze or hot iron brand-
ing, often in conjunction with 
lip and ear tatooing or with 
earmarks or eartags. Brands 
and tattoos are hard to alter 
and provide a permanent 
record. To be safe, do not rely 
on earmarks or tags alone. 
-Let rustlers know your 
stock is permanently marked. 
Thieves are less likely to take 
property they know can be 
traced. Ask your county Farm 
Bureau for warning signs or 
stickers to post on your bam 
and on fences and gates. Do 
not post signs or stickers un-
less you have actually marked 
your stock. 
-Check fences and gates 
regularly to make sure they are 
in good repair and locked. Lock 
corrals and loading chutes. Use 
sturdy chains at least 3/8 inch 
thick and a good quality pad-
lock with a hardened steel 
shackle (3/8 inch thick, too). 
Look for padlocks with a 
double-locking design that can 
prevent the shackle being pried 
away from its case. The hasp 
should be secured with bolts 
and mounted on a mctal platc. 
Be sure to file off the serial 
number on the bottom of the 
padlock, or a resourceful rus-
tler may copy the number and 
return later with a key to open 
the gate. 
"Branding too expensive 
and time consuming? Remem-
ber, unidentified cattle are im-
possible to recover, but marked 
livestock can be traced to their 
owners even ifthey are several 
states away. Certified copies 
of brands can be used as evi-
dence of ownership in court. 
IdentificatiDn may mean 
the difference between recov-
ery and loss, so take the time to 
mark your livestock. It's worth 
it. " 
Protect Your Farm 
Products 
Livestock isn't the 
only target of today's rural 
thieves. Tobacco, com, wheat, 
soybeans, hay, oats and even 
timber are being stolen by 
criminals who have discov-
ered there's big money in this 
kind of crime. 
Here are some useful tips 
to help protect your farm 
products: 
*Keep your property where it 
can be watched. Store grain 
and tobacco in protected loca-
tions. Stack hay where you or 
your neighbors can see it from 
the house. 
*Lock your gates and grain 
elevator at all times. 
*Mark your grain or tobacco 
with numbered or coded non-
toxic confetti. This confetti can 
be mixed in with the grain, 
hay, and tobacco for identifi-
cation at point of sale. It can be 
easily removed by mills. 
*Locate and keep a rec-
ord of your valuable trees. In 
your record, note the tree's 
diameter at 4 112 feet, the 
height to the first large branch, 
and the species. Then mark the 
tree with a stripe of paint or 
phosphorescent paint if you 're 
worried about appearance. Ifa 
theft does occur, your state 
Hardwood Lumberman's As-
sociation may be able to help 
you get a description of the 
logs. Then see if your state 
Forestry Division can get this 
information out to mills and 
log buyers. 
Protect Your Equipment 
and Supplies 
Your farm and ranch 
contains many items attrac-
tive to thieves. Tools, motors, 
batteries, tractors and other 
valuable farm machinery, and 
supplies such as gasoline are 
all things the rural criminal is 
eager to steal. 
To defend your property, 
follow these security tips: 
*LightItUp: Gas pumps, gas 
tanks, storage bins, and grain 
elevators should be secured 
with strong locks. So should 
your house and barn. Use 
deadbolt locks with a I -inch 
throw or a sturdy padlock and 
a hardened steel hasp. Spring 
latches can be opened by even 
an amateur thief in a matter of 
minutes. Keep boats, snow-
mobiles, bikes, fertilizers, 
tools, and ,other small equip-
ment in a locked garage or 
shed, or secured to a stationary 
object with a strong padlock. 
Chain and lock drawn imple-
ments and irrigation pumps. 
Never leave tools or guns in an 
open pickup. 
*Bring It In: It's not wise to 
leave major farm equipment 
in the fields overnight. I f you 
can't bring your equipment in 
at night, make sure it's locked 
or left in a lighted area. Secure 
power-driven implements with 
a case-hardened metal tow 
chain at least 3/8-inch thick. 
It's a good idea to bring your 
CB radio in at night, too. 
*Disable It: Don't let a thief 
drive away in your vehicle or 
use it to carry other stolen 
property. Equip tractors,jeeps, 
trucks and trailers with hidden 
ignition-kill switches. Remove 
the rotor and distributor cap to 
prevent hot-wiring. 
*Identify It: Ifproperty is sto-
len from your farm or ranch, 
can you prove it is yours? If 
not, the thief will have no 
trouble selling your posses-
sions. The chance of recovery , 
even i fthe property is found, is 
slim. Paint your equipment in 
unusual colors to make it look 
distinctive. Then, be sure to 
join Operation Identification 
and mark it! 
Operation Identification 
Operation Identi fica-
tion is a program designed to 
discourage burglary and theft 
by making sure your property 
can be easily traced to you. 
You can join by taking a few 
simple steps: 
1. You'll need an en-
continues on next page 
Taxation for Acreages 
Owning an acreage 
can have both benefits and 
drawbacks when it comes time 
to file taxes. There are many 
tax guidelines that acreage 
owners should be aware of. 
These guidelines are depen-
dent on the number of acres 
owned, additional acres leasedl 
farmed and the income earned 
from the acres. 
Currently, legislation 
is being reviewed which could 
Protective 
Covenants 
When buying a lot or 
acreage always check to see if 
there are protective covenants 
which restrict your options: 
You will need your subdivi-
sions name or the legal de-
scription of your property. 
Take this to the Register of 
Deeds office, basement of City I 
County Building during busi-
ness hours. They will be happy 
to assist you. 
change the taxation guidelines. 
For more in formation call 4 71-
7463 or stop by the County 
Assessor's Office located on 
the first floor of the Cityl 
County Building. 
Vandalism 
If thieves aren't 
enough of a threat to your prop-
erty, there's another - vandal-
ism. Teenage vandals can be 
responsible for a lot of prop-
erty damage, some serious. 
Why do they do it? 
Usually out of boredom or 
anger or on a dare. 
The tips to prevent 
theft will also help safeguard 
your property against vandals. 
If vandalism is a 
problem in a community, con-
sider getting together with your 
neighbors to find more con-
structive outlets for youthful 
energy. Educational programs 
in schools, organized sports 
and teen centers can help take 
a bite out of vandalism. 
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN COOPERATING WITH THE COUNTIES AND THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Cooperative Extension provides information and educational programs to all people without regard to race, color, natior.al origin, sex or handicap. 
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Construction Permits Required by County 
Are you building a new home or remodeling an older 
one? Are you building a garage or deck? Are you installing new 
plumbing, water heater, fireplace or woodstove? 
If you answered yes to any of the above questions, there 
is a good possibility you will be required to purchase a 
construct~on permit from the Lancaster County Building Divi-
sion. 
Why Are Permits Required? 
Safety is the primary reason for requiring permits. 
County inspectors .check to make sure construction and instal-
lations are proper for the protection of your family and ptop-
. erty, your neighbors and buyers of your property. 
What types of Projects Do NOT Require Permits? 
Painting and gutter work do not require permits. Nor 
do reshingling and re-siding, provided no structural elements 
such as sheeting or rafters are involved. 
Preparation for Obtaining Permits 
1. Find your lot stakes (the county does not provide this 
service.) 
2. Locate the proposed work site from the lot (property) lines 
and from existing buildings. 
3. Make a drawing of existing buildings, proposed construc-
tion, lot lines and measurements. 
4. Draw a site plan. 
S. Make a drawing of the addition; noting window, door and 
room measurements, the location of electrical switches, outlets 
and fixtures and plumbing fixtures, as well as noting room uses 
(i.e. bedroom, den, etc.) 
6. Make a drawing of the exterior of the building . 
7. Show your method of construction. 
S. Bring all of this information to the Building and Safety 
office. Two sets of plans are required. 
Fireplaces and Woodstoves: 
1. Write down the manufacturer's name and the model number 
How Much Do Permits Cost In The County? of the unit. 
The cost varies depending on the type of project, but 2. Keep the manufacturer's brochure. 
it is not prohibitive. The minimum fee for all permits is $25. 3. Note the type of chimney that will be used. 
4. Make a sketch of where in the room the unit will be located 
Where Do I Get Permits? . and note the distances from walls. 
At the Building and Safety Department Office, Room S. You may need to provide other sketches. Ask Building and 
B-144 (first floor) of the County-City Building, 555 S. 10th Safety for separate brochure on fireplaces and woodstoves. 
Street. If you 're having a contractor do your work, the contrac- 6. Bring all of this information to the Building and Safety 
tor can obtain the necessary permit, but you should check to office. 
make sure the contractor has done so. 
What Types of Projects Require Construction Permits? 
In general, all construction, alteration and repair of 
building in Lancaster County require construction permits. 
Details are contained elsewhere in this article, but some 
examples of projects requiring permits are: garages, decks, 
sheds, alterations, water heaters, general remodeling, fire-
places, room additions, woodstoves, solar collectors, electric 
outlets/switches, plumbing. 
Exceptions 
Bui~ding permits are not required on farmsteads, 
defined as an area of 20 acres or mor~ which produces an 
income of$1 ,000 or more per year, unless that acreage falls in 
a flood plain area. Any development in a flood plain area 
requires a permit regardless ofthe number of acres in the plot. 
For more information on construction permits, contact: 
Lancaster County Building Division in the Building and Safety 
Department, City of Lincoln, County-City Building RQom B-
144,555 S. 10th Street, Lincoln, Nebraska, 471-7521. 
Take a Bite Out of Crime continues ... 
. graving tool. Borrow one from 
your county equipment dearIer 
or Farm Bureau representa-
tive. Or use an arc welder if 
you ()wn one. 
2. Mark all valuables 
with a permanent identifica-
tion number. Ask local law 
enforcement officers or the 
Farm Bureau which numbers 
to use. 
3. Engrave your ID num-
ber on each piece of farm 
equipment in two places: one 
in the primary location sug-
gested by Operation Identifi-
cation, another in a hidden lo-
cation of your choice. That 
way, your property can be 
traced even if the primary 
marking is removed. 
4. Make a record of all 
marked valuables. Store it in a 
safe place. Take photographs, 
too-thatwayyou'llhavedouble 
security. 
S. Post Operation Identi-
fication stickers on all en-
trances to your property:>front 
door, windows, mail box, out-
buildings, fences, or other 
clearly visible locations. Call 
University of Nebraska Coop-
erative Extension at 471-7180 
or the Sheriff's Department at 
471-7721. 
Protect Your Neighbors 
The best crime-fight-
ing technique doesn't rely on 
elaborate equipment or police 
efforts. Instead, it depends on 
neighbors. 
Here are some ways 
you and your neighbors can 
School District 
Information 
If you live outside the Lincoln City limits your 
children have a choice of attending the public school in their 
district or "freeholding" into another district. 
In addition to the public schools there are several paro-
chial and private schools available in the community. For a 
detailed listing of all schools, please refer to the Lincoln 
Telephone directory. 
For information concerning school districting please 
contact Terry Workman, County School Superintendent at 
436-1603. 
For taxation purposes relating to school districts con-
tact the County Assessor at 471-7463. 
F or voting purposes relating to school board elections, 
bond issues, etc. contact the Election Commissioner at 471-
7311. 
protect each other: 
*Keep an eye on each 
other's property. Ask respon-
sible neighbors to watch your 
livestock closures and farm 
machinery. Do the same for 
them. 
*Going away? Don't 
advertise it. Arrange for a 
neighbor to pick up your mail 
and newspapers, cut your 
grass, and give your home a 
"lived-in" look. 
*Be observant. If you 
see a suspicious person or ve-
hicle on your neighbor's prop-
erty, report it at once. Write 
down a description of the per-
son or the license number -
you may bewitnessing a theft. 
*Consider organizing a 
Neighborhood Watch program 
in your community. In many. 
farming areas, volunteer teams 
send out one- or two-person 
patrols at night. They monitor 
suspicious activities and use 
CB radios to keep in touch 
with a base station ;md the 
police or sheriff. Ask your 10-
cal law enforcement agency 
for more information. 
*Be cautious. Buy only 
from reputable dealers. Don't 
support thieves by buying sto-
len property. 
*Report all crimes 
promptly. The faster you re-
port, the more likely that the 
thief will be caught. 
This information WaS 
obtained from How to Prevent 
Rural Crime, Take a Bite Out 
of Crime materials. 
Lincoln and Lancaster County Consortium for 
Children and Youth 
The Lincoln and Lancaster County Consortium for Chil- youth. The consortium may provide technical assistance (through 
dren and Youth is designed to ensure community commitment referrals), serve as advocates for children and youth, and assist 
in meeting the needs of our children and youth. The consortium in identifying service gaps in the community. For more in for-
operates through a collaborative venture with local organiza- mation on this service or available youth programs, call 436-
tions, schools and service agencies which will develop coordi- 1761. 
nated and unified solutions to issues affecting children and 
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City/County 
Zoning Districts 
The City/County Planning Department has estab-
lished zoning districts in order to control the expansion of 
Lancaster County. Most of the county is divided into zoning 
districts; and within those districts, regulations have been 
established as to permitted uses for the property. Listed below 
are the regulations relating tow agricultural uses: 
"AG" Agricultural District (20 acres or more): This 
district is designated for agricultural use and is intended to 
encourage a vigorous agricultural industry throughout the 
county and to preserve and protect agricultural production by 
limiting urban sprawl as typified by urban or acreage develop-
ment. 
Permitted Uses - A building 
or premises shall be 
permitted to be used for the 
following purposes: 
a) Agriculture, except com-
mercial feedlots* 
b) Breeding, raising, man-
agement and sale offur-bear-
ing animals and produce thereof 
c) Dog breeding establishments and kennels** 
d) Stables and riding academies 
Permitted Special Uses - A building or premises may be 
used for the following purposes if a special permit for such 
has been obtained. 
a) Veterinary facilities 
b) Sale barns 
c) Garden centers 
d) Commercial storage 
or sale of fertilizer 
or chemicals 
e) Pet cemeteries 
t) Non-commercial distilla-
tion and storage of fuel and 
fuel products produced in whole or in part from agricultural 
products raised within the county. 
"AGR" Agricultural Residential District (3-20 acres): 
This district is intended to provide for a vigorous agricultural 
industry combined with low-density, acreage residential devel-
opment in selected portions of the County. Generally, these 
districts are located near urban areas, villages or existing rural 
non-farm activities within reasonable reach of fire protection, 
relatively close to paved roads. and in areas of the County 
where ownership of land is already in small parcels. 
Permitted Uses - A building 
or premises shall be 
permitted to be used for the 
following purposes: 
a) Agriculture, except con-
fined feeding facilities· for 
livestock or poultry* 
b) Stables or riding acad.,. 
emies 
Permitted conditional uses - A building or premises may 
be used for the following purposes in the "AGR" district in 
conformance with the conditions prescribed herein: 
a) Pet cemeteries: Minimum 
area shall be five (5) acres 
b) Roadside stands for the 
temporary or seasonal sale 
of produce: 
1) Such roadside stands 
shall be permitted in a re-
quired yard; however, no 
roadside stand shall be per-
mitted in a right-of-way, nor closer than thirty (30) feet to 
the edge of the traveled roadway; 
2) Such roadside stands shall not be operated for more than 
one hundred eighty (180) days in anyone year. 
Feeding Facilities 
*Confined feeding fa-
cilities and feedlots require a 
special permit on both "AG" 
and "AGR" designated dis-
tricts. The occasional keeping 
of 4-H market animals is not 
considered a confined feeding 
facility or feedlot thus a spe-
cial permit is not necessary. 
Dog Kennels 
**Dog ownership is not 
regulated in the county unless 
there are three adult dogs (6 
months and over) living on the 
premises. 
If you have questions concerning 
zoning regulations, please contact the City/County 
Planning Department at 471-7491. 
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Health Department Addresses Consumer Protection 
and Environmental Stewardship 
CONSUMER 
PROTECTION 
The Lincoln-Lancas-
ter County Health Depart-
ment's Environmental Health 
Division believes the old ad-
age' Let the buyer beware' are 
wise words for the person con-
sidering purchasing land in 
rural Lancaster County. For 
example, you should recog-
nize that essential services 
such as water, sewer, and gar-
bage disposal differ substan-
tially from area to area, and 
from rural areas to established 
cities and villages. Staff from 
Lincoln-Lancaster County 
Health Department's Environ-
mental Health Division have 
created the suggestions below 
to help protect you from unex-
pected surprises and to make 
your choice to live in rural 
Lancaster County enjoyable. 
If you currently live in rural 
Lancaster County, some ofthe 
suggestions below will be help-
ful, but the ENVIRON-
MENTAL STEWARDSHIP 
section is more directed to you. 
Water Supply 
Determine the source 
of water supply for the prop., 
erty. Many areas of Lancaster 
County do not have access to a 
public water system. If the 
property is served by a private 
welles), find out if the wells 
registered with the Lincoln-
Lancaster County Health De-
partment and if the water has 
been tested within the past year 
for contaminants, including 
bacteria, nitrates and organic 
chemicals. Ifnot, have the well 
water tested for each of these 
three contaminants before pur-
chasing the property. On the 
approval of the property 
owner, stafffrom the Environ-
mental Health Division of the 
Lincoln-Lancaster County 
Health Department will in-
spect the well for registration, 
and test the water for bacteria 
and nitrates for $15.00. Or-
ganic chemical testing is an 
additional cost of approxi-
mately $100.00 Contact the' 
Lincoln-Lancaster County 
Health Department at 471-
2122 for more information on 
water well testing. 
If you are planning to 
have a new well constructed, 
talk to neighboring landown-
ers and well drillers familiar 
with the area so you will have 
an idea ofthe quality and quan-
tity of water in the area. If no 
well exists on the property, or 
if a new well will have to be 
constructed, consider request-
ing a test well be dug prior to 
purchasing the property or con-
structing your house. 
Sewage Disposal Systems 
Property owners are 
responsible for proper sewage 
disposal. Before you purchase 
property, make sure the sew-
age disposal system is in good 
operating condition. Many sep-
tic system installers offer in-
spection services. Make sure 
the inspection includes a check 
for proper distance from your 
water well. The Lincoln-Lan-
caster County Health Depart-
ment will also perform a "Loan 
Approval" inspection at a cost 
of $150.00. This inspection 
includes well inspection, wa- . 
ter well testing for bacteria 
and nitrates, and an inspection 
of sewage system for visible 
signs of failure. 
Many areas of Lan-
caster County have soils that 
do not allow the use of septic 
tank systems. If you prefer a 
septic tank system to a lagoon, 
make sure the property is suit-
able before your purchase. All 
individual sewage disposal 
systems, including septic tanks 
and lagoons, require a permit 
from the Lincoln-Lancaster 
County Health Department 
prior to construction or major 
repair. For more information 
call the Lincoln-Lancaster 
County Health Department at 
471-8022. 
Solid Waste Disposal 
rience temporary discomfort, 
such as eye or upper respira-
tory irritation, while others are 
more sensitive and have more 
severe reactions due to expo- , 
sure to these chemicals. If you 
are among those who wish to 
reduce your exposure to chemi-
cals, be cautious where you 
purchase property and ask your 
neighbors to let you know when 
they plan to apply chemicals. 
Burning 
Although not typi-
cally advised, burning general 
concerns and represent poor 
environmental stewardship. 
Furthermore, in many in-
stances, the quantity of water 
available from an aquifer serv-
ing private wells is limited. 
Lincoln-Lancaster County 
Health Department's Environ-
mental Health Division staff 
have created the suggestions 
listed below, which if fol-
lowed, will directly protect our 
groundwater resource, and ei-
ther directly or indirectly pro-
teGt our land and air resources. 
groundwater contamination 
and may pose a safety hazard 
for children or pets. For more 
information on how to prop-
erly abandon a well or on how 
to inspect your existing well's 
design, please cal1 Lincoln-
Lancaster County Health De-
partment at 471-8022. 
Water Conservation 
ties which are drought resis-
tant. Water during evening 
hours and try to avoid watering 
on windier days. For more in-
formation contact University 
of Nebraska Cooperative Ex-
tension in Lancaster County at 
471-7180. 
Septic Systems 
As a property owner, 
you will be responsible for 
proper solid waste (garbage, 
trash, and refuse) disposal. 
Garbage disposal on private 
property is not allowed, ex-
cept that food waste can be 
buried on parcels larger than 
10 acres if a nuisance is not 
created. The Lincoln-Lancas-
terCounty Health Department 
recommends contracting with 
a licensed waste hauler for 
weekly pick -up. You may also 
choose to haul your own waste 
to the Bluff Road Landfill, 
however this involves paying 
a gate fee, and if garbage is not 
hauled at least weekly you can 
expect to create odors and an 
trash and vegetation generated Wells 
If you are building a 
new home, or plan to remodel 
an older home, have water sav-
ing fixtures installed. This ben-
efits the sewage system and 
conserves water. 
Have your septic tank 
pumped by a licensed pumper 
at least once every two years. 
This will help the system oper-
ate properly and reduce the 
likelihood of groundwater con-
tamination. 
on the property is allowed by 
permit in the county. Individu-
als that wish to burn trash or 
vegetation need to obtain a 
permit from the appropriate 
rural fire district and a second 
permit from the Lincoln-Lan-
caster County Health Depart-
ment if the fire is within 100 
yards of an occupied dwelling 
or neighboring property. Sal- . 
vage burning, burning of fub- c 
Water wells which 
are no longer used should be 
properly "abandoned. " Unused 
wells or poorly designed older 
wells can lead to severe 
If you will be starting 
a new lawn, use drought toler-
ant grasses, such as buffalo-
grass. When planting trees and 
shrubs, choose native varie-
Do not drive cars, 
trucks, or equipment overyour 
septic tank or its drain field. 
cOlltinued 011 "ext page 
City Landfill Hours & Fees 
ber products, or burning of , 
other heavy smoke producing i 
material is prohibited. For 
North 48th Street Site 
Hours: more information call the Lin-
coin-Lancaster County Health 
Department at 471-8021. 
attraction for flies and rodents. Rodents, Snake~, Insec'ts 
Whether you choose to hire a and Spiders ! ~. 
waste hauler or haul it your- Rodents, snakes, in-
self, garbage should be stored sects and spiders are natural 
in leakproof containers, no inhabitants in rural Lancaster 
larger than 30 gallons in size County. Ifyouhaveneverlived 
and have tight fitting lids. on a farm or in a rural setting, 
you should expect to experi-
Past Waste Disposal ence more contllct with these 
Inspect the property creatures. Basic measures, 
to make sure no solid waste such as proper storage or solid 
dumping has occurred in the. waste, keeping grass near your 
past. If dumping has occurred, home cut short, and keeping 
try to determine if it included junk stored up off the ground 
hazardous wastes, such as will keep these living nui-
paints, solvents, pesticides, sances to a minimum. 
wood preservatives, or motor 
oil. Should you find evidence 
of hazardous' waste disposal, 
realize that this past practice 
may have resulted in soil and 
groundwater contamination. 
Be extremely cautious in the 
purchase of such property. 
OTHER 
CONSIDERATIONS 
Dust and Odors 
Living in a rural set-
ting may mean increased ex-
posure to dust and odors. Com-
mon sources of dust include 
farming and unpaved roads. 
Common sources of odors in-
clude feedlot operations and 
agricultural chemical applica-
tions. Property located near 
feedlots and farming opera-
tions will undoubtedly experi-
ence higher levels of dust and 
odors. 
Dust is not regulated 
and very little can be done to 
reduce dusty conditions in ru-
ral settings. Persons with lung 
problems, such as asthma or 
chronic lung disease, or aller-
gies which are aggravated by 
dust, should give this strong 
consideration. 
If you are sensitive to 
odors, do not purchase prop-
erty located near livestock 
feeding operations, and real-
ize that future agricultural op-
erations may locate near your 
property if the area is zoned 
for agricultural use. Although 
odor regulations exist in Lan-
caster County, agriculturally 
related odors are typically ex-
empt. 
Property located near 
cultivated fields may com-
monly experience odors from 
the,application offertilizer and 
pesticides. Some people expe-
Lead and Children 
If you should choose 
a home built prior to 1950, be 
aware of the possible presence 
of lead paint indoors, lead in 
the soil outside near the foun-
dation, and lead water pipes. 
Children exposed to lead can 
have irreversible learning and 
behavior problems. Lead ex-
posure can come from ingest-
ing lead paint chips or soil, 
breathing dust contaminated 
with lead, or from drinking 
water contaminated with lead. 
Proper covering or removal of 
lead paint, and replacing ex-
isting lead plumbing can sig-
nificantly reduce these risks. 
For more information call the 
Lincoln-Lancaster County 
Health Department at 471-
8022. 
ENVIRONMENT AL 
STEWARDSHIP 
The Lincoln-Lancas-
ter County Health Depart-
ment's Environmental Health 
Division believes that with 
your choice to live in a rural 
setting come certain responsi-
bilities. Among these respon-
sibilities is "environmental ste-
wardship" of water, land and 
air resources. These three re-
sources are essential to life 
itself. Goodenvironmerital ste-
wardship requires that you rec-
ognize your personal role in 
protecting the environment. As 
a landowner, environmental 
stewardship will also protect 
the long term investment you 
have made in your property. 
Groundwater is a pre-
cious resource in Lancaster 
County. Contamination and 
over-use of groundwater are 
vital health and environmental 
Sunday 6:45 a.m. - 12 noon 
Monday - Friday 6:45 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
Saturday 6:45 a.m. - 12 noon 
Fees: 
Cars, Jeeps, Broncos, Blazers, Scouts: $1.50( covered), $2.25(uncovered) 
Pickups, Vans, Suburbans, EI Caminos,VW Vans, Mini-Vans, 
Single Axle Trailers: $4.00(covered), $6.00(uncovered) 
Pickups with trailers: $7 .SO( covered), $1 i .2S( uncovered) 
Misc. Fees: 
Appliances (stoves, refrigerators, washers, dryers, dishwashers, freezers, 
hot water heaters) $2.00 each 
Tires $2.00 each for first 5, $1.00 for each additional 
Demolition Debris (Concrete & Dirt, 50% or less combustible material) 
$1.30 PER TON 
Rubble (Concrete & Dirt, no combustible material) NO CHARGE 
Liquid Waste $5.00 per 1000 gallon 
Bluff Road Site 
(Large trucks only) 
Hours: 
Sunday 9:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. 
Monday - Friday 6:45 a.m. - 4: 15 p.m. 
Saturday 6:45 a.m. - 1 :00 p.m. 
Fees: 
*** ALL LOADS MUST BE COVERED TO ENTER THIS SITE*** 
Refuse $8.00 per ton 
Demolition Debris (Concrete & Dirt, 50% or less combustible material) 
$1.30 per ton 
Rubble (Concrete & Dirt, no combustible material) NO CHARGE 
Liquid waste $5.00 per 1000 gallons 
1;/ 
Special Wastes $15.00 per ton (A $25.00 handling fee may be added) 
Minimum Charges: 
Refuse & Demolition Debris $6.00 
Liquid Waste $5.00 
Special Wastes $7.50 
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Nebraska Game and 
Parks Commission 
Private Farm Pond Stocking Policy Warmwater Habitat 
To receive fish from 
the Nebraska Game and Parks 
Commission for stocking pri-
vately owned ponds, the pond 
owner is not obligated to give 
up trespass rights, therefore he 
can deny fisherman access to 
any pond which required cross-
ing his land. However, the pond 
owner cannot charge a fee to 
fish the pond and the pond 
must meet the following mini-
mum requirements: it must be 
one-half surface acre or larger; 
it must be at least 10 
A valid Nebraska fishing li- bass will be stocked in July the nel catfish, these fish must be 
cense is required of every per- second year. It will be neces- purchased from a private fish 
son 16 years old or older who sary for the pond' owner to culturist for stocking in pri-
fishes these ponds as well as meet the distribution truck at a vate ponds if desired by the 
compliance with current state' point determined by the state's landowner. When channe I 
fishing regulations. When district biologist in order to catfish are stocked in combi-
ponds are stocked, a news re- receive the fish. Ponds one- nation with large-mouth bass 
lease will be provided to the' half surface acre and larger. andblueglll,itisrecommended 
media identifying ponds and a will be stocked 'at a rate oflOO that fingerling (2-3") be 
file listing will be available in large-mouth bass and 500blue- stocked in the fall of the first 
each District Office. All appH- gill per surface acre up to a year at a rate of 100-150 per 
cations must be received by maximum of500 large-mouth surface acre. Ifchannel catfish 
the Nebraska Game and Parks bass and 2,500 bluegill (5 acre only are stocked, the stocking 
Commission no later than June rate). Owners of ponds larger rate should be 200-300 finger-
1 to be considered for stocking than 5 surface acres will be ling per surface acre. 
foot deep 
over one-
quarter of 
during that calendar year. informed that this is a five-
The fish provided by acre stocking rate and advised Applications for fish 
the Nebraska Game and Parks to purchase additional 'fish are available at the Nebraska 
Commission for from a private fish culturist to Game and Parks Commission, 
the stocking of maximize pond prod\lction.", 2200 N. 33rd (East Campus) 
private . Since Nebraska is\in Lincoln or by calling 471-
the 
surface 
area; at 
the time of 
f~ currently not spawning.ehan' ··(1641. 
-; 
there must ... stocking, ~ 
be no other ~ j fish present-
with the ex- ~~" -t/ 
ception ofre- C" ~ .? 
c e n t I y ---. 
stru;kedchannel ~ , ponds 
catfish; and there. will be 
must..be a minimal available only 
water clarity of8 inches after all needs of 
since high turbidity makes it the state's public wa-
nearly impossible to develop a ters have been supplied. Ap-
bass-b1uegi11 fishery. Fencing plications for fish will be pro-
to exclude livestock from the cessed on a first-come, first-
, pond is highly advised. Also, a serve basis as long as fish are 
sign will be given to the land- available. Ifa shortage offish 
owner at the time he picks up exists then all unfilled appli-
his fish which must be posted cations will be canceled and 
at the entrance to his property the pond owner will be noti-
which would normally be the fied and included on the list for 
drivewayand/orattheentrance the next year. 
to the pond, providing notice The fish available for 
that this is a pond stocked by stocking of private ponds will 
the Game and Parks Commis- be large-mouth bass and blue-
sion and fishing is by pennis- , gill and will be delivered on a 
sion only. If this requirement split-stocking basis. Bluegill 
is not observed, there will be will be stocked in September 
no future stocking by the state. the first year and large-mouth 
Topics of Concern 
for Animal Owners 
State Leash Law 
The state leash law 
requires all pets to remain on 
the owners property unless on 
a leash. If your pet roams onto 
a neighboring acreage and be-
comes a nuisance, you could 
be subject to a fine. If the 
property owner files a com-
plaint with the Sheriffs De-
partment, the pet owner will 
be given one' warning. If the 
pet continues to violate the 
leash law and a second com-
plaint is filed, a court fine will 
be assessed. 
Loose Livestock 
Livestock straying 
off their property are the re-
sponsibility of the owner. In 
the event of damage to crops 
or fences of another property 
owner, the livestock owner can 
be required to. pay for dam-
ages. Iflivestock cause a traf-
fic accident and the injured 
party files a personal suit 
against the animal owner, neg-
ligence (faulty fencing, etc.) 
must be proven. I f you see 
livestock on the roadway and 
you can't find the owner, the 
Sheriffs Department should 
be called. 
Neglect 
Most livestock and 
pet owners take very good care 
of their animals. However in 
the case of neglect, the Sher-
iffs Department becomes in-
volved. Animal neglect is sub:-
ject to criminal charges, and 
these charges can be filed for 
extreme neglect in regards to 
food, water, shelter, malnutri-
tion, physical abuse and dis-
eases. 
Dead Animal Removal 
Owners are respon-
sible for the removal of dead 
animals on their property. Most 
livestock are accepted by ren-
dering companies. There are 
two companies which provide 
free and prompt removal of 
fallen or dead stock, they are: 
Midland By-Products, Inc. 
RFD 2, Crete, Nebraska 
1-800-742-8694 
Wahoo By-Products 
RFD 1, Wahoo, Nebraska 
1-800-247-5857 
Environmental 
Stewardship 
continues .•. 
This could possibly crush your septic tank and make your drain 
field inoperable. 
Maintain a grass or herb ground cover over the drain 
field. Planting small evergreen bushes or trees along the drain 
field is also helpful. 
Do not pour cleansers, waste oil and other chemicals, 
including root killers, into your sewage disposal system. These 
are not treated by the system, will destroy the microbial action 
which breaks down the sewage, and will eventually contami-
nate the groundwater. 
Lagoons 
_~ Lagoons should be fenced and large weeds and trees 
should not be allowed to grow along the banks or in the lagoon 
itself. 
Household 
Haza~dous 
Waste 
Certain kinds of household waste are hazardous to 
human health or the environment, and should not be dis-
posed of with your regular trash, nor should they be 
disposed of on your property. These "Household Hazardous 
Wastes" include: old or waste pesticides; wood preserva-
tives; lithium, nickel-cadmium, mercury and silver button 
batteries; items containing PCBs; and solvents. 
Household hazardous wastes require proper disposal 
to protect human health and the environment, especially 
groundwater and soil. Save these kinds of waste, and bring 
them to the Household Hazardous Waste collections coor-
dinated by the L\1coln-Lancaster County HeCllth Depart-
ment. 
Other kinds of household hazardous wastes include 
waste oil and lead-acid batteries (from vehicles). These 
waste types should be taken to a recycling center. For more 
information call the Lincoln-Lancaster County Health 
Department at 471-8022. 
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Living on an acreage has many advantages, one of 
which is an appreciation for your surroundings. Wildlife are 
prominent in Lancaster County but without appropriate ac-
tions, they could start to diminish. If you enjoy watching the 
wildlife or are concerned about their welfare, there are several 
steps you can take to help. 
Furnishing a wildlife habitat can be as simple as 
putting the Christmas tree out in the yard when you are finished 
to planting an intricate tree and grass plot. 
Many organizations provide information as well as cost-
sharing packages to citizens interested in conserving wildlife. 
For more information contact: 
Richard Lodes 
Pheasants Forever 
Natural Resources Commission 
472-3645 or 483-2417 
Nebraska Game and Parks Commission 
471-0641 
Lancaster County Soil Conservation Service 
423-0800 
USDA Forest Service 
437-5178 
Refuse Service 
Finding a refuse service for rural living can sometimes be 
frustrating.Listed'below are haulers by general area of 
Lancaster County: 
Cheney area: 
Mike Palmer, 474-6814 
Denton/Emerald areas: . 
Bruce Roggenkamp, 797-3045 
Hallam area: 
Contact Beatrice or Claytonia refuse services 
Holland area: 
Ken Weber, 423-8284 
Panama/Bennet arec;ts: 
Duane Shrader, 489-4565 
Raymond/Malcolm areas: 
Wayne Innis, 476-7849 
Roca/Firth/Hickman areas: 
Chris Huenink, 423-8596 
Sprague area: 
J~ff Neemann,'423-0150 
v,va\,erlyarea: 
Industrial Services, 467-3581 
\ 
Recycling & General 
Solid Waste Disposal 
You should make every effortto recycle eyery portion 
of your waste that you can. This saves energy and natural 
resources, protects the environment, and will lengthen the life 
of the City Landfill. A good environmental steward will also 
make efforts to reduce the amount of solid waste generated by 
purchasing products in recyclable packages, choosing products 
with less packaging, buying products in bulk containers, or 
buying refills for containers you have at home. For more 
information on recycling contactthe Lincoln-Lancaster County 
Health Department at 471-8022. 
Composting yard clippings, leaves and other organic 
materials can substantially reduce the amount of solid waste 
you dispose. For more information on composting, call Univer-
sity of Nebraska Cooperative Extensi:on at 471-7180. 
Proper solid waste disposal is essential to protect the 
water, land and air. Garbage, trash and refuse should never be 
dumped on your land, but should be disposed of in the Bluff 
,Road Landfill. 
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Lincoln and Lancaster County Religious Resources 
Finding the church of 
your choice after moving to a 
new home can sometimes be 
difficult. Especially, if you do 
not know where to look to find 
churches listed by denomina-
tion. 
In Lancaster County 
there are a. couple of choices. 
The Lincoln Interfaith Coun-
cil publishes an annual direc-
tory of clergy, congregations 
and religious resources as a 
community service. This di-
rectory is available for $15 
from the Lincoln Interfaith 
Council, see end of article for 
address and phone number. 
One might also refer to the 
yellow pages in the L TT Tele-
phone book. Within each pub-
lication, the available churches 
are divided by denomination. 
The Lincoln Inter-
faith Council is an outreach 
arm of congregations repre-
senting the various faith com-
munities in Lincoln and Lan-
caster County who are sup-
porting members, and several 
more congregations who par-
ticipate in one or more of its 
ministries. 
The Lincoln Inter-
faith Council has as its stated 
purpose: 
The Lincoln 
Interfaith Council is an 
organization of religious 
communities which, each 
preserving its integrity and 
respecting the integrity of 
others, pledge themselves to 
cooperation and the 
coordination of activities and 
services which foster faith, 
justice, reconciliation and 
understanding among the 
people of the Lincoln, 
Nebraska area. 
The congregations of 
our community represent an 
awesome potential for 
creative change; for harmoni-
ous cooperation; and for the 
meeting of human needs. A 
tragedy of our American reli-
gious life is thatourcongrega-
tional and interfaith separate-
ness and diversity sometimes 
prevents much of that poten-
tial for good from being real-
ized. Through the Lincoln In-
terfaith Council, the congre-
gations and religious organi-
zations which comprise its 
membership seek to realize 
that potentially more fully. We 
aim to do together that which 
we could not do well sepa-
rately. It is proper stewardship 
-- and it makes common sense! 
The Lincoln Interfaith 
Council carries on minis-
tries in the following areas: 
Center for Spiritual 
Growth 
The Center for Spiri-
tual Growth is an adult educa-
tional program at the LIC 
whose purpose is to provide 
spiritual and religious educa-
tion not readily available in 
local congregations. The Cen-
ter for Spiritual Growth offers 
course~ via a six week semes-
ter in the Spring and in tHe Fall 
of each year. Fall classes be-
gin the first week in October; 
Spring classes in the first week 
in February. Instructors are 
recruited from the ranks of 
religious and other profes-
sionalleaders in our area. 
Media Ministry 
The LIC Media Com-
mittee has its own part-time 
professional Media Specialist 
who facilitates LIC 's media 
ministry. In addition to pub-
lishing a bi-monthly Newslet-
ter, and hosting Media work-
shops for congregations, LIC 
sponsors weekly religious 
news programs on: 
Saturday F AITH REPORT on 
KOLNIKGIN-TV following 6 
O'Clock News 
Sunday FAITH REPORT on 
KRNU-Radio (90.3 FM) at 
2:57 p.m. 
Tuesday FAITH REPORT on 
KZUM-Radio (89.3 FM) at 
4:00 p.m. 
Emergency Food Pantry 
System 
Coordinates congre-
gational based Emergency 
Food p'antries meeting hunger 
needs in Lincoln. Referral via 
local congregations and hu-
man service agencies. LIC co-
sponsors "Round-Up for Hun-
ger" program at Lincoln's HY 
VEE Stores in conjunction with 
Lincoln Action Program and 
the Nebraska Food Pantry 
Network of the Interchurch 
Ministries of Nebraska. 
Challenge Playground 
Successfully spon-
sored a community-wide ef-
fort to bring to reality this play-
ground within Antelope Park 
Where all children, regardless 
of handicapping conditions, 
can play together. This was CONNECTION at the LIC September: 
dedicated on July 4, 1987 - office at (402)474-3017. New Clergy Orientation 
deeded over to the City of 
Lincoln. 
Family Preservation 
In partnership with 
the Lincoln Community Child 
Abuse Council, beginning 
July, 1990, LIC will sponsor a 
three-year pilot project to pre-
vent child abuse and neglect. 
The PARTNERSHIP EM-
POWERMENT PROGRAM 
(PEP) will have its own full-
time staff coordinator. 
Religious Awards 
Programs For Youth 
Youth who are mem-
bers of the Boy Scouts/Girl 
Scouts/Campfire/ 4-H Pro-
grams can work with religious 
leaders of their own faith and 
earn a "Religious A ward" 
which can be officially worn 
on the organization's uniform. 
The LIC is helping to coordi-
nate city-wide effort to pro-
mote these Religious A wards 
programs, . and. to encourage 
congregations to be suppor-
tive of these important youth 
programs as part of LIe' s anti-
gang/anti-drug efforts. 
Clergy Connection· 
The CLERGY CON-
NECTION is a partnership 
venture between LIC and the 
Lincoln Chamber of Com-
merce's Medical Specialty 
Care three-year state-wide ef-
fort. It matches patients com-
ing into our City for special-
ized medical treatments with 
clergy of their own faith by 
telephoning the CLERGY 
Jail And Prison Ministries 
Sponsors regular 
weekly worship services at 
Lincoln Lancaster County Jail, 
and serves as Fiscal Agent for 
the Lincoln-Lancaster Jail 
Chaplain Nancy Erickson. 
Day Watch Center For The 
Homeless 
In partnership with 
First-Plymouth Congrega-
tional Church, LIC serves as 
Fiscal Agent for the DAY 
WATCH Center for the Home-
less, located at 14th & 0 streets 
in downtown'Lincoln. 
Ecumenicial And Interfaith 
Events 
. Sponsors occasional 
worship services, gatherings, 
music festivals, and dinners so 
that our community can cel-
ebrate its rich diversity and be 
challenged to service as people 
of faith. Some of the events 
include: 
January: 
Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr. Observance; 
Week of Prayer for Christian 
unity. 
Spring: 
Holocaust Memorial Obser-
vance, 
Interfaith Passover Sedar 
May: 
Mayor's Interfaith Prayer 
Breakfast 
Lincoln High Schools 
Baccalaureate 
October: 
, CROP Walk for Hunger 
UNICEF Drive 
Workshops And Seminars 
From time to time, 
the Lincoln Interfaith Council 
is called upon to sponsor and/ 
or co-sponsor various work-
shops, seminars and confer-
ences on topics of concern 
raised by participating LIC 
congregations and religious 
organizations. 
Lincoln Urban Ministries 
Via the LINCOLN 
URBAN MINISTRIES, LIC 
congregations can participate 
in a variety of human rights 
and social justice endeavors. 
Development of a coordinated 
"Emergency Transportation 
Network Fund" and an "Emer-
gency Services Network" are 
high on. the agenda, to help 
address hereto fore unmet needs 
within our communities that 
will at the same time offer a 
coordinated system through 
which congregations can make 
referrals for persons seeking 
emergency assistance from 
them from time to time. Other 
issues and concerns include: 
HIV / AIDS; disabilities con-
cerns; 83 aging; housing; 
homelessness; community or-
ganization; etc. 
For more information 
contact: Reverend Dr. 
Norman E. Leach, Executive 
Director, Lincoln Interfaith 
Council, (402) 474-3017 
Libraries and Services Road Maintenance 
The Lincoln City Libraries system includes a head-
quarters library, six branch libraries and one bookmobile. 
Collections of books, magazines, sheet music, com-
pact discs, recordings,videocassettes and vertical file materi-
als, totaling over 520,000 items, are available to all residents of 
Lincoln and Lancaster Comity. 
To obtain a Library Card you need only complete a 
short registration form and provide one form of identification 
showing your name and current address. . 
Bennett Martin Public Library Services and Hours 
14th & N Streets 471-8500 
Adult Loan, 471-8500; 9-9 Monday - Thursday 
Reference/Information,47 1-8530; 
9-6 Friday and Saturday 
Young People's Services, 471-8566; 
1 :30-5:30 Sunday 
Tapes & Discs 471-8500; 
* 9-6 Monday - Friday, 1:30 - 5:30 Sunday 
Polley Music Library, 471-8520, Second Floor; 
* 12 noon-9 Monday-Thursday, 12 noon-6 Friday, 
10-4 Saturday 
Heritage Room & Gift Shop, 471-8516, Third Floor; 
12:30-3 Tuesday-Friday 
*Tapes & Discs and polley Music Library are staffed 
only during hours listed. These materials are available to the 
public without assistance during normal library hours. 
Branch Libraries 
Locations and Hours 
Victor E. Anderson Branch, 3635 Touzalin Ave. (3 
blocks east of 56th & Fremont) 471-8540; 10-9 Monday-
Thursday, 10-6 Friday and Saturday, 1 :30-5 :30 Sunday 
Charles H. Gere Branch, 2400 S. 56th St., 471-8560; 
10-9 Monday-Thursday, 10-6 Friday and Saturday, 1:30-5:30 
Sunday 
South Branch, 2675 South St., 471-8570; 10-9 Monday-
Thursday, 10-6 Friday and Saturday, 1 :30-5 :30 Sunday 
Bethany Branch, 1810 N. Cotner, 471-8550; 1-9 Mon,;, 
day-Thursday, 10-6 Friday and Saturday, Closed Sunday 
Belmont Branch, 3335 N. 12th St., 471-8590; 2-6 
Monday-Friday, 7-9 p.m. Monday-Thursday, 10-2 Saturday, 
Closed Sunday 
Arnold Heights Branch, 3815 NW 54th St., 471-8580; 
2-6 Monday-Friday, 7-9p.m. Monday-Thursday, 10-2 Satur-
day, Closed Sunday 
TDD (Telecommunication Device for the Deaf): 
• Bennett Martin Public Library, 471-8589 
• Victor E. Anderson Branch, 471-8540 
• Charles H. Gere Branch, 471-8560 
OTHER SERVICES 
Bookmobile Services: 
Lincoln City Libraries provides Bookmobile service 
to both city and county Bookmobile stops on a biweekly basis. 
Although Lincoln City Libraries is a city owned and operated 
library, county residents living outside Lincoln help to support 
the library through their taxes, paying for the service in 
proportion to their population. 
Bookmobile service is a means of reaching areas of 
the community which are remote from existing libraries. 
Service schedules are continually examined in relation to 
community needs and adjusted to provide service at the points 
of greatest need. 
The Lincoln City Libraries Bookmobile carries about 
2,500 titles including books, magazines and large print mate-
rials. The bookmobile will accept requests for items not found 
on board and will notify 
the customer when the 
item becomes available. 
The Bookmobile stops 
biweekly at all locations 
listed. Check the sched-
ule for the length of the 
stop. 
For informa-
tion on the bookmobile, 
contact the Branch Ex-
tension Division of the 
Lincoln City Libraries 
at 471-8547 Monday 
through Friday 9:00 
a.m. - 4:00 p.m. or 471-
8500 evenings and 
weekends. 
It's the middle of winter and your driveway is blocked 
by snow, you need to get out, who do you call? 
This is a concern for many new acreage owners who 
didn't ask that question in May when they were buying their 
new home. Road maintenance responsibility depends on where 
you live and by resolutions developed possibly long before you 
purchased your 'acreage. 
The County Engineers department is responsible for 
road maintenance on all section line and hal f-section I ine roads, 
any road shown on the county map and within the three mile 
limit. In these areas, they are responsible for grading, rock and 
gravel application, snow removal, tree removal and trimming. 
Other roads, such as those found within acreage subdivi-
sions can be maintained by the subdivision owner, acreage 
owner, or the county depending on conditional resolutions 
established during the purchase of the original property before 
subdivision. The county can enter an agreement for mainte-
nance with the subdivision owner. If a special conditional 
resolution is established the roads will be graded twice per year 
until specified conditions are met. The county cannot provide 
maintenance to a subdivision with less than 6 homes or if the 
subdivision is less than. 50% occupied. 
In the case of newly established acreages, not part of 
a subdivision, access permits must be obtained from the County 
Engineers department. This prevents driveways from being 
established in an area which could .lead to problems in the 
future. The permits are issued at no charge, however, costs 
related to establishmentofthe driveway will be absorbed by the 
acreage owner. 
If you have questions or concerns about road manage-
ment please contact your district office listed below: 
District 1 - Northeast - Waverly - 786-2421 
District 2 - Northwest - County Shop - 471-7797 
District 3 - Southwest - Sprague - 794-6600 
District 4 - Southeast - Roca - 423-1586 
Best times to contact the district offices would be 7 :30 
- 8:00 a.m. (6:30 -7:00 a.m. summer), 12:00 - 12:30 p.m., 4:00 
-4:30p.m. (3:00- 3:30 p.m. summer). If you do not know which 
district you are in, call 4 71-7797 and you will be routed to the 
appropriate district office. 
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PERENNIALS· FOR SPECIAL· USE 
With each new landscaping project there are ques-
tions of what plant to use or where will a particular plant do 
best. Following are some suggestions of plants or planting 
applications of certain plants in the landscape. 
PERENNIALS FOR BORDERS OF PONDS AND 
STREAMS (Well-drained soil) 
Sunny Locations: 
Cimicifuga racemosa (Cohosh Bugbane)* 
Grasses (Ornamental Grasses) 
Iris,in variety 
Lythrum Salicaria (Spiked Loosestrife)* 
Myosotis scorpioides semperflorens (Dwarf Perpetual For-
get-me-not) 
Tradescantia virginiana (Spiderwort)* 
Trollius europaeus (Globeflower) 
Semi-shady Locations:(* also do well) 
Anemone hup.enhensis or A.x hybrida (Japanese Anemone) 
Eupatorium purpureum (Joe-pye-weed) 
Iris cristata (Crested Iris) 
PERENNIALS FOR BACKGROUND 
PLANTING 
Althaea rosea (Hollyhock) 
Aster novae-angliae (New England Aster) 
Campanula pyramidalis (Chimney Bellflower) 
Cimieifuga racemosa (Cohosh Bugbane) 
Delphinium hybrids (Delphinium) 
Helenium autumnale (Sneezeweed) 
Helianthus Maximiliani (Maximilian Sunflower) 
Hibiscus grandiflorus (Great Rosemallow) 
Rudbeckia laciniata (Goldenglow) 'hortensia' 
Valeriana officinalis (Common Valerian) 
Yucca filamentosa (Common Yucca) 
PERENNIALS FOR EDGING 
Achillea tomentosa (Woolly Yarrow) 
Ajuga reptans (Carpet Bugle) 
Aurinia saxatilis 'Compacta' (DwarfGoldentuft) 
Arabis caucasica (Wall cress ) 
Bellis perennis (English Daisy) 
Aubrietia deltoidea (Purple Rockcress) 
Campanula carpatica (Carpanthian Bellflower) 
Cerastium tomentosum (Snow-in-summer) 
Dianthus deltoides (Maiden Pink) 
Dianthus plumarius (Grass Pink) 
Iberis sempervirens (Edging Candy tuft) 
Papaver nudicaule (Iceland Poppy) 
Phlox subulata (Moss Phlox) 
Primula veris (Cowslip Primrose) 
Sedum stoloniferum (Running Stonecrop) 
Armeria sp. (Thrift) 
Petrorhagia saxifraga (Tunic flower) 
Veronica latifolia (Rock Speedwell) 
Viola, in variety (Violet) 
PERENNIALS FOR GROUND COVER, BANKS 
AND TERRACES 
Sunny Locations: 
Cerastium tomentosum (Snow-in-summer) 
Ceratostigma plumbaginoides (Larpente Plumbago) 
Coronilla varia (Crownvetch) 
Iberis sempervirens (Edging candy tuft) 
Nepeta mussini (Mussini Mint) 
Phlox subulata (Moss· Phlox) 
Sedum spurium (Running Stonecrop) 
Thymus praecox subsp. artieus (Mother-of-thyme) 
Veronica latifolia (Rock Speedwell) 
Vinca minor (Periwinkle) 
Shady Locations: 
Aegopodium podograria (Goutweed) 
Ajuga reptans (Bugle) 
Asperula odoratum (Sweet Woodruff) 
Convallaria majalis (Lily-of-the-valley) 
Hedera helix (English Ivy) 
Pachysandra terminalis (Japanese Pachysandra) 
Sedum ternatum (Mountain Stonecrop) 
PERENNIALS FOR BOLD OR 
SUB-TROPICAL EFFECTS 
Aruncus dioicus (Spirea) 
Acanthus mollis (Artist's Acanthus) 
Dipsacus fullonum (Teasel) 
Echinops ritro and exaltatus (Globe Thistles) 
Elymus arenarius (Sea Lyme grass) 
Helianthus salicifolius (Sunflower) 
Heracleum laciniatum (Cow-parsnip) 
Kniphofia uvaria (Torchlily, Red-hot-poker plant) 
Onopordum acanthi urn (Scoth Thistle) 
Yucca filamentosa (Yucca) 
PERENNIALS FOR NATURALIZING 
Asclepias tuberosa (Butterfly weed) 
Aster (various)(Aster) 
Cimicifuga racemosa (Cohosh Bugbane) 
Convallaria majalis (Lily-of-the-valley) 
Hepatica (Roundlobe Hepatica) 
Lythrum Salicaria (Spiked loosestrife) 
Lobelia cardinalis (Cardinal Flower) 
Mertensia virginica (Virginia Bluebells) 
Monarda didyma (Bee Balm) 
Physostegia virginiana (False Dragonhead, Obedience) 
Polemonium reptans (Creeping Polemonium) 
Sanguinaria canadensis (Bloodroot) 
Smilacina racemosa (Solomon's zig-zag, False spikenard) 
Solidago canadensis (Canada Goldenrod) 
Trillium grandiflorum (Trillium) 
PERENNIALS FOR OLD-FASHIONED GARDENS 
Aconitum, in variety (Monkshood) 
Althaea rosea (Hollyhock) 
Asters, old varieties 
Campanula, in variety (Bellflower) 
Delphinium x Belladonna (Delphinium) 
Dianthus barbatus (Sweet William) 
Dianthus plumarius (Grass or Garden Pink) 
Dicentra spectabilis (Bleeding-heart) . 
Dictamnus alba (Dittany or Gas Plant) 
Digitalis, in variety (Foxglove) 
Hemerocallis lilio asphodelus (Lemon Lily) 
Hesperis matronalis (Sweet Rocket) 
Lilium candidum (Madonna Lily) 
Lilium lancifolium (Tiger Lily) 
Lunaria (Honesty)(Biennial) 
Mertensia (Mertensia or Blue Bells) 
Myosotis, in variety (Forget-me-not) 
Paeonia officinalis types (Peony) 
, Primula veris (Primrose) 
Viola odorata (Sweet Violet) 
FRAGRANT PERENNIALS 
Artemisia abrotanum (Southernwood) 
Convallaria majalis (Lily-of-the-Valley) 
Dianthus plumarius (Grass Pink) 
Dictamnus albus (Dittany or Gas Plant) 
Galium odoratum (Sweet woodruff) 
Hesperis matronalis (Sweet Rocket) 
Hosta plantaginea grandiflora (Funkia or Big Plantain Lily) 
Heliotropium arborescens (Heliotrope) 
Monarda didyma (Bee Balm) 
Paeonia, in variety (Peony) 
Phlox paniculata (Phlox) 
Rosa species (Roses-Cabbage and Sweet Brier) 
Valeriana officinalis (Common Valerian) 
Viola cornuta (Tufted Pansy, Horned violet) 
Viola odorata (Sweet Violet) 
Thymus, in variety (Thyme) 
Lavandula vera (True Lavender) 
PERENNIALS HAVING ESPECIALLY LONG BLOOM-
INGSEASONS 
Anchusa azure a (Bugloss) 
Campanula carpatica (Tussock Bellflower) 
Delphinium, if cut back 
Heuchera sanguinea (Coral Bells) 
Iris, fall blooming varieties 
Lathyrus latifolius (Perennial Pea) 
Lysimachia (Gooseneck Loosestrife) 
Border Phlox, if cut back 
Scabiosa graminifolia (Pincushion Flower) 
Viola tricolor (Johnny-jump-up) 
PERENNIALS SUITABLE FOR CUT FLOWERS 
Achillea millefolium (Yarrow) 
continued on next page ... 
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. Rural Mail Delivery 
- Rural mail service is only slightly different than city approaches, or on the door, ifboxes are grouped. Where street 
delivery. Most residents will still have a mailman, and you will names and house number have been assigned by local authori-
still have to provide a mailbox. The following rural delivery ties, and the postmaster has authorized use of a street name and 
guidelines are established by the ,U.S. Postal Service. house numbers on a postal address, the house number will be 
Rural carrier service is provided to persons who erect shown on the bok. If the box is located on a different street from 
approved boxes on the line of travel of the rural carrier, and to the customer's residence, the street name and house number 
persons for whom approved neighborhood delivery and collec- must be inscribed on the box. Placement ofthe owners name on 
tion boxes and parcel lockers are erected and maintained by the the box is optional. Advertising on boxes or supports is prohib-
Postal Service on the carrier's line oftravel, but no rural carrier ited. 
service shall be provided to persons residing within city 
delivery limits. 
To residence: 
Rural carriers will deliver registered, certified, num-
bered insured, COD, Express Mail, and special delivery mail 
to customer's residence ifit is not more than 112 ofa mile from 
the route and road leading to it is passable. Unnumbered 
insured mail will be delivered in the same manner as ordinary 
mail. This same service will be accorded customers of rural 
stations and branches and rural nonpersonnel units. 
Parcel delivery: 
When an ordinary parcel too large to be delivered into 
the customer's box is received, the carrier will leave a notice 
form 3849, Delivery Notice/Reminder/Receipt, in the box· 
requesting the customer to indicate the date on which he will 
meet the carrier to receive the parcel. Ifthe addressee has filed 
a written order that the Postal Service and carriers are relieved 
of all responsibility in case of loss or depredation when large 
parcels are placed outside boxes, the carrier will deliver large 
parcels outside the box. If a customer lives within hailing 
distance of a route, the carrier will make a reasonable effort to 
hail the customer so he may come to the box to receive the 
parcel before it is left outside the box. 
Acceptance of mail: 
A rural carrier will accept any mailable matter, pro-
vided postage is fully prepaid or money equal. to the required 
postage is furnished, unless the purpose of handing mail to the 
carrier for deposit into one office is to "boycott" another office 
or deprive it oflegitimate revenue. During December, custom-
ers are required to affix stamps to all greeting cards and letter 
mail. 
Rural Boxes: 
Three approved standard sizes and two styles of boxes 
are approved for use on rural routes: 
Traditional and Contemporary Box Styles 
Size I: 19X6-1I2X8-1/2 
Size I-A: 21X8XIO-1I2 
Size 2: 23-1I2X11-1I2X13-1I2 
In general, boxes may be constructed in any size 
between the maximum and minimum outside dimensions 
specified on approved drawings, provided height, width and 
length proportions and the general shape are· maintained. 
Postmasters are authorized to approve rural mail-
boxes constructed by individuals who, for esthetic or other 
reasons, do not wish to use an approved manufactured box. The 
custom-built box must conform generally to the same require-
ments as approved manufactured boxes relative to the flag, 
size, strength and quality of construction. 
The Postal Service prefers that rural boxes and posts 
or supports be painted white, although other colors may be 
used. Where box numbers are used, they must be inscribed in 
contrasting color in neat letters and numerals not less than 1 
inch high on the side of the box visible to the carrier as he 
Newspaper receptacles: 
A receptacle for the delivery of ne}VSpapers may be 
attached to the post of a letterbox which is used by the Postal 
Service, provided: no part of the receptacle touches or is 
attached to or is supported by any part of the mailbox, interferes 
with the delivery of mail, obstructs the view of the flag, or 
presents a hazard to the carrier or his vehicle. The receptacle 
must not extend beyond the front of the box when th~ box door 
is closed. No advertising shall be displayed on the outside ofthe 
receptacle, except the name of the publication. 
Location: 
Rural boxes must be placed so that they may be safely 
and conveniently served by carriers without leaving their 
conveyances, and must be located on the right-hand side ofthe 
road in the direction oftravelofthe carriers in all cases where 
traffic conditions are such that if would be dangerous for the 
carriers to drive to the left in order to reach the boxes, or where 
their doing so would constitute a violation of traffic laws and 
regulations. On new rural routes, all boxes must be located on 
the right side of the road in the direction of travel of the carrier. 
Boxes must be placed to conform with state laws and highway 
regulations. Rural carriers are subject to the same traffic laws 
and regulations as are other motorists. Customers must remove 
obstructions, including vehicles, trash cans, and 
snow, which make delivery diffiCUlt.~ Gnerally, ~-j 
customers should install boxes with the bot- ~ .. 
tom of the box at a vertical height of, . 
between 3 112 and 4 feet from the 
road surface. However, because of / .. I 
varying road and curb conditions ( t., ' 
and other factors, the USPS rec- U " ~ 
ommends that customers' contact . . .\.:" V 
the postmaster or carrier before l·llJ. 
erecting or replacing their mail- \lh II ' 
boxes and supports. ' .. ~-. • ;1' 
;"!,~.- ·r' 
Grouping: 
Boxes should be grouped 
wherever possible, especially at or near 
crossroads, at service turnouts, or at 
other places where a considerable num-
ber of boxes are presently located. 
More than one family: 
More than one family, but not 
more than five families, may use the 
same box, provided a written agree-
ment, signed by the heads of the fami-
lies, or by the individuals who desire to 
join in the use of such box, is filed with 
the postmaster at the distributing of-
fice. 
" r I~ I \ ;' :.-~ " '~~'.'" 
I f Nonconforming Rural Boxes: 
Rural carriers will re-
port to the postmaster any boxes 
which do not conform to the regu-.:. -
lations. 
~, } 1 . 
L ~ j' : ~ (.;" 1//.. ;:~'" 
-., .... ~, .-~- ..... !..:,:.~ 
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PERENNIALS FOR 
SPECIAL USE continues ... 
Anemone japonica (Japanese Anemone) 
Aster (vario.us)(Aster) 
Chrysanthemum coccineum (Painted Lady) 
Delphinium hybrids (Delphinium) 
Dianthus barbatus (Sweet William) 
Dicentra (Bleeding Heart) 
Gaillardia aristata (Blanket Flower) 
Gypsophila paniculata 'Flore Pleno' (Babysbreath) 
Heuchera sanguinea (Coral Bells) 
Iris (various)(Iris) 
Lysimachia (Gooseneck Loosestrife) 
Mertensia virginica (Blue Bells) 
Paeonia (various )(Peony) 
Rudbeckia (various)(Cone Flower) 
Salvia azure a grandiflora (Azure Sage) 
Wood For 
Your Fireplace 
A popular source of additional heating for many 
homeowners and apartment dwellers is the burning of wood. 
Sitting around the fireplace to enjoy a relaxing evening at home 
is another benefit of burning wood in your fireplace. 
To do this most effectively, keep these things in mind: 
Ash, Birch, Hickory. Oak, Sugar Maple, Apple, Honeylocust 
and Osage Orange are considered excellent woods as they 
produce few sparks, no heavy, annoying smoke, are easy to split 
and give off a relatively high heat to the room. 
With regard to the previously mentioned factors, the 
second best group of woods include soft maple, walnut, red 
elm, hackberry and fruit woods other than apple. These are 
considered good to use, but generate less heat than the first 
group. . . 
Woods considered fair include Sycamore, Boxelder, 
Willow, and other Elms, Basswood, Cottonwood, White Popu-
lar, Pine, Spruce, and Cedar. This third group should be 
considered as the last resort, while the first group should be 
encouraged. 
Firewood is sold in a number of ways. If you buy a cord, 
the size ofthe pile will be 4 feet by4 feet by 8 feet or'128 cubic. 
feet. Retailers offirewood may also sell by the face cord. A face 
cord being defined as a pile ofwood 4 feet by 8 feet by the length 
of a stick. The length of the stick may be anything from 12 
inches to 20 inches. A rick or a run is another term used, which 
is 113 of a cord or a pile of wood 4 feet by 8 feet by 16 inches. 
If you buy a pick-Up load, this could mean almost anything. One 
must estimate how much they are getting by measuring the 
number of cubic feet of wood being delivered. 
Large logs should be split to average diameter size of 6 
inches, this will give very good satisfaction from the user's 
standpoint. Whether you purchase a cord, face cord, rick, run 
or pick-up load, you would be well advised to purchase wood 
in smaller pieces. Larger pieces stack with more air in a given 
volume. Larger pieces may lose 15% of their volume from 
cutting. 
Area Recreational Sites 
Lincoln is filled and surrounded by acres and acres 
of parks, lakes and recreation facilities. Brochures may be 
obtained from both of the previously mentioned organiza-
tions, describing the various facilities available. 
Nebraska Game and Park Commission, located on 
East Campus at 2200 N. 33 rd, provides information on area 
state lakes and camping facilities and hunting and fishing 
licenses. For more information call 471-0641. 
Noxious Weeds 
The State of Nebraska has had a noxious weed law for authority is subject to a fine of up to$1 ,500, or being billed for 
many years. This law has undergone numerous revisions over control work done. 
the years with the most recent revision being made by the 1989 
Nebraska Legislature. Q: I have introduced a biological control measure to control 
my musk thistle infestation. Can the county still require 
The term "noxious" means to be harmful or destructive. additional control measures? 
In its current usage, "noxious" is a legal term used to denote a 
destructive or harmful pest for purposes of regulation. When a A: Yes. Biological control measures must have county control 
specific pest (in this case, a weed) is determined to pose a authority approval and must provide effective control. 
serious threat to the economic, social, or aesthetic well being 
of the residents of the state, it may be declared noxious. Noxious Weed Distinctive 
Noxious weeds compete with pastures and crops, reduc-
ing yields substantially. Some noxious weeds are directly 
poisonous or injurious to man, livestock, and wildlife. The 
losses resulting from noxious weed infestations can be stagger-
ing, costing residents mill ions of dollars due to lost production. 
This nQt only directly affects the landowner, but erodes the tax 
base for all residents of the state. The business of noxious weed 
control is everyone's concetn, and the control is to everyone's 
benefit. The support of all individuals within the state is needed 
and vital for the control of noxious weeds within Nebraska. 
. Acreages and Rural Subdivisions 
Residents of 3 to 5 acre lots in the county have taken on 
. increased responsibilities. There is not just a lawn that can be 
mowed in an hour or two. There is a commitment of increased 
time and effort to maintain these acreages. One of those 
responsibilities is the timely control of no~ious weeds. 
TIle best and easiest time to control any weeds are when 
they are small. In the case of musk thistle this is in October and 
April. Concentrated control efforts should be planned these ~o 
months with follow-up in May and June as needed to prevent 
plants from flowering. Just one plant going to seed can be the 
beginqing ofthousands of new plants. These seeds can contrib-
ute to a long term problem since they can remain viable in the 
soil for 8 years. 
There are concentrations of musk thistle in several ofthe 
rural subdivisions. The only way that these infestations can be 
controlled is the combined long term effort of all the lot owners 
and those that have responsibility for the road sides. An 
example of one approach is in the Winsor Ridge Subdivision. 
Three years ago this subdiviswn had a major musk thistle 
problem. At that time the owners took it upon themselves to 
work together on a control effort. They have a goal of prevent-
ing the blooming of any plants. 
Like many subdivisions there is alfalfa, grass and newly 
planted trees where mass spraying is not feasible. In this case, 
spot spraying with back-packs, digging, cutting and anything 
else to prevent the blooming ofthese plants until it was time for 
harvesting ofthe grass. It can take 2-3 years to get control ofthe 
situation. However, the thistles still require constant attention. 
With the help of owners, family and friends, the control and 
upkeep can be a relatively easy task. 
As with the Winsor Ridge SubdIvision, excellent coop-
eration with the County Noxious Weed Control office is 
imperative to any subdivision. If your subdivision association 
or individuals within the subdivision wish to pursue a coordi-
nated control effort please contract the Lancaster County 
Noxious Weed Control office at 471-7817. 
Questions and Answers 
Q: Why do we have or need a noxious weed iaw? 
A: By declaring a weed noxious, various regulatory procedures 
may be implemented to control the weed and also prevent its 
spread. This is done when it is determined that a particular weed 
so seriously thre~tens the w~lfare of the residents of the state 
that a concentrated and sustained effort is needed to prevent 
serious economic loss. 
Q: How can I teU in have noxious weeds on my property and 
what can I do about it? 
A: Contact your comity weed control authority. Your county 
weed superintendent can identify each noxious weed and will 
assist you in any needed control measures that may be required. 
The county extension service also has a variety of publications 
identifying the four noxious weeds to assist you. 
Q: Who pays for noxious weed control? 
A: The persons owning or controlling the land are responsible 
for funding weed control work on such land. 
Q: What should I do if I see noxious weeds growing in an 
area? 
A: Report the infestation to the county weed control authority, 
giving a detailed description of the location. 
Q: Can someone be forced to control noxious weeds? 
A: Failure to comply with written notice given by the control 
Characteristics 
Musk Thistle (Carduus 
nutans L.) 
Habit: Biennial, or winter an-
nual, occasionally is an an-
nual. Rosette formed first year. 
Stems: Up to 6 foot tall; main 
stem and major branches are 
hairless. The stem bearing the 
flower head is covered with 
fine gray hair with the first few 
inches below the flower hav-
ing no leaves attached. 
Leaves: Dark green, promi-
nent light green midrib, smooth 
or hairless on both sides. 
Deeply lobed with spiny mar-
gins up to 20 inches in length. 
Inflorescence: Large, solitary, 
I 112 to 3 inches in diameter, 
usually nodding slightly. Deep 
rose or purple color. 
Leafy Spurge (Euphorbia 
esula L.) 
Habit: Perennial 
Stems: 1 to 3 feet tall; thickly 
clustered; erect; bzanched at 
the top; milky white sap. 
Leaves: Longandnarr~tw, 1 II 
4 inch wide and 1 to 4"inches 
long. 
Innores~ence: Flower very 
small surrounded by showy 
yellow-green floral leaves. 
Roots: Deep, spreading, 
brown with numerous pink 
buds which may produce new 
shoots or roots. 
Plumeless Thistle (Carduus 
acanthoides L.) 
Habit: Biennial or winter an-
nual, sometimes an annua 1. Ro-
sette formed in first-year. 
Stems: I to 4 foot tall, leafy to 
the base of the flower heads. 
Leaves: Dark green with light 
midrib. Leaf surface smooth 
on top and hairy beneath. 
Leaves deeply lobed, narrow 
with spiny margins. 
Inflorescence: Solitary in 
cluster of two to five, blooms 
112 to 1 inch in diameter, erect 
and usual1y not drooping. 
Roots: Large, hollow tap root. 
Canada Thistle (Cirsium 
arvense L.) 
Habit: Perennial. 
Stems: 2 to 4 feet tall; hollow; 
erect; branched above; no leafy 
wings or spiny margins on up-
per stems below flowers. 
Leaves: Moderate to coarsely 
lobed, usually wavy with spiny 
margins. Upper side light to 
dark green, shiny, slightly hairy 
below. 
Inflorescence: Small 112 to 3/ 
4 inch diameter rose purple, 
sometimes white color, male/ 
female flower on separate 
plants. 
Roots: Extensive vertical and 
horizontal root system. 
r 
Lancaster County Noxious Weed 
Control Office: 471-7817. 
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TERMITE ANT 
Antenna 
not ~'elbowed'~ 
No stigma Antenna 
"elbowed" 
Stubs left whe~ :: 
wing detaches '\'!:-~~ ~~~~~~ 
Middle part of 
~ 
body not narrow 
Wings similiar in shape, 
size and pattern-many 
small veins 
No wing 
stub ----::~~T--
Middle part of Ii 
body very narrow 
Wings not alike in 
shape, size or pattern-
few veins 
Termites and Other Wood Damaging Insects 
Subterranean or ground-infesting termites are by far 
the most destructive insect pests on wood. They attack build-
ings and other wood products in all States of the Union except 
Alaska, but are most common and aggressive, and hence most 
destructive, in the temperate parts of the country. 
The United States has about 68 million single dwell-
ing units (1970 census) subject to termite attack, and the net 
annual increase in such dwelling units is about 1.1 million. A 
small percentage of these units are treated annually to control 
termites. / 
The total cost oftermite control is estimated at not leis 
than $250 million per year. One-third of this cost is believ~eto 
. be for damage repairs; the other two-thirds for chern· al 
treatment. The total does not, however, represent the e tire 
impact of termites on wood in use. In many instances ter ite 
damage goes undetected, and in numerous others the home ner 
either will not or cannot do anything to stop the damag . The 
losses in these categories probably far exceed the ount 
expended for control. Furthermore, termites do consi erable 
damage to utility poles, fence posts, and other wood sea for 
similar purposes. The annual costs resulting fro termite 
damage and its control probably exceed $500 milli n. 
Rising costs are expected in the future d e to three 
factors. One is the expected population increase- ore houses 
mean more opportunity for economic losses to te mites. The 
second is the discovery ofthe Formosan termite aVa number of 
Gulf and Atlantic port cities. This species is far more aggressive 
than our native species and may eventually extend its range 
over mucn ofthe United States. The third is the/annual rate of 
inflation. . 
Buildings can be safeguarded againsttermite damage 
through the efforts in the planning stage and during construc-
tion. Preventative measures in all new construction and effec-
tive control measures wherever termite in~estations develop 
wiIl decrease the waste ofwood and-wood products. Also, these 
measures will save the homeowner much anxiety and expense, 
later. 
Increased use of concrete and masonry terraces adjacent 
to foundation wans and poorly designed slab-on-ground con-
struction favor termite attack and result in mounting damage to 
buildings. 
After a building has become infested with termites, it is 
often difficult and costly to apply effective control measures. 
Difficulties and costs vary among buildings. An infested 
building should be carefully examined to determine the extent 
of the infestation and the measures needed to prevent further 
damage. Some infested buildings require only simple structural 
changes, repairs, or chemical treatfnents, all of which can be 
made by the owner. Others may require such major changes or 
complicated treatment that they may need the services 'of a 
specialist who knows the habits of termites and is experienced 
in the control. i 
OTHER INSECTS THAT DAMAGE 
\VOOD IN BUILDINGS 
Other insects attack the woodwork of buildings, too, 
and the damage may be mistaken for that caused by subterra-
nean tennites. The insects most commonly invol ved are drywood 
termites, powder-post beetles, and carpenter ants. 
The work of drywood termites, powder post beetles, 
and carpenter ants differs from that of subterranean termites, in 
that the wood is converted either to powder, shredded fibers, or 
compressed pellets. In contrast, subterranean termites eat all 
the wood substance they attack, leaving the sides of their 
cavities covered with small, grayish brown specks of excre-
ment. Their channels follow the grain of the wood, while the 
channels of most ofthe other insects mentioned are likely to cut 
across the grain. 
DRYWOOD TERMITES 
Damage by drywood termites, one of the non-subter-
ranean forms, can be recognized by the presence of clean 
cavities cut across the grain in comparatively solid, dry wood. 
These cavities contain slightly compressed pellets of partially 
digested wood. Some of the pellets are pushed through tiny 
openings to the exterior where they often form in piles in the 
surface below. This termite also seals its entrance holes with a 
brownish-black, paper thin secretion which may contain a few 
of the pellets. 
In the United States, drywood termites usually are 
found in the Deep South, near the coast from Cape Henry, Va., 
to the Florida Keys, and westward along the coast of the Gulf 
of Mexico to the Pacific coast as far as northern California. 
POWDER-POST BEETLES 
Damage by pOWder-post beetles is characterized by 
the presence of a fine-to-coarse powder that either is pushed to 
the exterior through small lI8-inch holes in the bark or wood, 
or is packed tightly in gaHeries made within the wood. Both 
hardwoods and softwoods are subject to infestation and dam-
age. These beetles may attack wood used in the construction of 
buildings, or in the manufacture of seasoned wood products, 
such as furniture. 
CARPENTER ANTS 
Damage by carpenter ants can be recognized by the 
presence of hollow, irregular, clean chambers, cut across the 
grain of partially decayed wood; also, by the presence of fine-
to-coarse wood fibers which are removed from the chambers as 
the ants construct their nesting places. Solid wood adjacent to 
the nest also may be damaged. Columns and roofs of open 
porches, and wooden window sills of buildings are frequently 
attacked by these ants. . 
For information on identifying termites, preventing 
termite attack during construction and control of termites in 
existing buildings, as well as other wood damaging pests please 
contact the University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension at 
444 Cherrycreek Rd, Lincoln or call 471-7180. 
GUIDELINES/ON PESTICIDE SHELF LIFE 
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Night Creature Control 
Night creatures in rural Nebraska can include many 
characters. The most common Lancaster County carnivores, 
meat -eating mammals, are badgers, house cats, coyotes, dogs, 
raccoons, and skunks. We may find one of the above just 
moving out of the car headlights at night. 
Damage prevention and control methods when neces-
sary should always start with exclusion of the wild animal from 
the building or garden area. Proper building construction, 
frightening the animals away, or the use of repellents might 
solve the problem. 
Cultural controls should not be overlooked when you 
are planning your acreage. Brush and .timber close to creeks 
will attract wild animals. Building a home close to such areas 
invades the habitat of the wild animal. 
Garden sites should be located in the open. Raccoons 
will find your favorite sweetcorn as soon as it is ready to eat. 
Using a single or double hot-wire arrangement can be effective 
in protecting watermelons and sweetcorn. 
Raccoons raiding garbage cans may be discouraged 
by storing the garbage only in metal or tough plastic containers 
with tight-fitting lids. Ifthe lids are not tight, wire them down. 
Additional information on animal control is available 
upon request from the UNL Cooperative Extension in Lancas-
ter County. Check with animal control authorities for snares 
and traps which can be rented. 
Rodent Proofing 
Your Home 
New home construction in farm fields may result in 
two different families trying to live in the same place. Humans 
and mice may be in conflict. Mice can cause serious damage to 
homes and storage structures. They contaminate human and 
livestock feed. 
Rodents destroy insulation and other structural com-
ponents of bUildings. Energy losses and possible spreading of 
a variety of diseases are good reasons to control rodents. 
The first rodent control is to make sure your buildings 
are constructed rodent proof. Techniques apply to both new and 
old construction. 
. Common rodent entry points include holes and open-
ings around wires, pipes, vents, and under siding edges. Mice 
and rats use their front teeth to gnaw through wood by gnawing 
the edg,es of different materials. Flat hard surfaces are difficult 
for them to grab. 
Steel wool and other durable materials can be used 
around holes and openings. Vents, windows, exterior doors and 
foundations and floors must also be rodent proofed. 
Detailed instructions are available through the Uni-
versity of Nebraska in Lancaster County extension office. 
Request information on "Rodent Proof Construction" by Rob-
ert Timm and Gerald Bodman, UNL Extension Specialists. 
This information comes from tJie Texas Cooperative Extension Service, and is not supposed 
to provide hard-and-fast rules 6n whether or not a stored material is still usable. In general, 
shelflife can be maximized by/keeping pesticides in tightly sealed original containers where 
temperatures do not fall belo1N freezing or rise above 100 degrees F. 
N eigbborbood Associations 
INSECTICIDES: FUNGICIDES: 
Methoxychlor indefinite Benlate 
Diazinon 5-7 years Captan 
Malathion indefinite Maneb 
Sevin 3-5 years 
Di-Syston 2 years 
Dipel (liquid) 2 years 
Dipel (wettable powder) 3 years 
Kelthane indefinite 
HERBICIDES: 
Dacthal 
Round-Up 
Trefla,n 
2 years 
3-4 years 
2+ years 
2 years 
4-5 years 
3 years 
The University of Nebraska Cooperati ve Extension in LancasterCounty wishes to express 
our appreciation to the many departments and agencies providing information for this special 
issue of NEB LINE. Staff members with each of these agencies have been extremely helpful. 
We also wish to thank Kerensa Darnell, extension assistant, for accepting the special 
assignment of organizing this special edition. The need for this publication was first expressed 
by the community congress agriculture committee during the committee's planning meetings 
in 1990. 
The original list of topics needed for this edition were defined by the community congress 
agriculture committee. Co-chair Mary Anne Curry's encouragement and advice has been 
essential. . 
As we·worked toward completion of this projeCt, additional topics and ideas surfaced. Our 
press deadlines and copy space brought us to a close for. this year. If this publication is useful 
to you, our readers, and the departments or agencies provide the news, we will attempt to.provide 
an up-date each year. We would like to hear from you regarding your suggestions and ideas. 
We encourage you to drop us a note or give us a phone call. . 
Neighborhood associa-
tions or owners' organizations 
are very common within large 
cities. Community improve-
ment projects, sidewalk im-
provements, park or common 
area improvement, tree plant-
ing, and clean-up, fix-up 
projects are major accomplish-
ments of these organizations. 
Community organizations can 
be an effective way for citi-
zens to work together to im-
prove and preserve a neigh-
borhood. Association meet-
ings provide an effective way 
. to meet neighbors and make 
new friends. 
Neighborhood ass6cia-
tions do not a~ways exist in the 
rural areas. Organizational as-
sistance in rural communities 
may be obtained through the 
University of Nebrask a' Coop-
erative Extension in Lancaster' 
County, 444 Cherrycreek Road 
in...-Lincoln. 
Presidents or contact 
persons for neighborhood as-
Sincerely, .. 
/8..AkJ~ TnD~~~lier ~ 
/() ~.. • . - sodations in Lincoln as. listed ~ N. . M:arch 4, 1991 with the Urban 
. . Development department-are 
Mark D. Hendricks listed:. 
Extension Agent, Chair Extension Assistant, NEB LINE Editor 
Neighborhood Association 
Antelope Park 
Arnold Heights 
Autumn Wood 
Capital Beach 
Clinton 
College View 
Colonial Hills 
Country Club 
Culler 
Downtown 
East Campus 
Everett 
Family Acres 
Far South 
40th & A 
Hartley 
Hawthorne 
Highlands 
Irvingdale 
Lakeview 
Mahoney Park 
Malone 
Meadowlane 
Near South 
North Bottoms 
Northwest Lincoln 
Norwood Park 
Olympic Heights 
Salt Valley View 
Seven Oaks 
South ·Salt Creek 
Southeast Lincoln 
, University Place 
West A 
West Lincoln 
Woods Park 
Yankee Hill 
Contact Person 
Ron Hager 
Linda Wilson 
Connie Meents 
Mike Costello 
Nanci Sloan 
Jane Bieber 
Nicki Zangari 
Shauna Valentine 
Joyce Reed 
Bruce Raymer 
Ron Goble 
Pat Anderson 
Richard Hobson 
John Barber 
Nelsine Scofield 
Frank Delgado 
Nancy Rrestcl 
Dan McDermott 
Dan Mulligan 
Charlene Simpson 
Robert Kloch 
Tim Francis. 
Ed Foy 
Marcie Young 
Lowell Vestal 
Sue Beeck 
Diane Westling 
Lori Busch 
. Helen Wipf 
. Pat Freese 
Ohladcane Talley 
Rob Ogden· 
Jack Rosecrans 
Dl)ane Kulhanek 
Maxine Sturzenegger 
Steve Koch 
Mike Rezac 
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Prepare Basic Mixes for Quick, 
Homemade Goodness 
The time-consuming 
part of home food preparation 
is assembling equipment and 
measuring ingredients. That's 
one reason convenience mixes 
have become so popular with 
today's busy homemakers. 
Homemade mixes offer you 
convenience, control ofingre-
dients and savings in time with-
out sacrificing the homemade 
touch. 
You can learn to make 
many different healthful con-
venience mixes by attending a 
special workshop on "Home-
made Pantry Mixes" presented 
by Esther Wyant, extension 
agent, home economics, and 
Lorene Bartos, extension as-
sistant, on Thursday, October 
3, 1 to 3 p.m., and repeated 
from 7 to 9 p.m. A registration 
fee of $5"will be charged to 
cover cost of supplies and the 
printed material. Preregistra-
tion is required but the fee may 
be paid at the door. -
You will learn how to 
prepare and store the mixes, 
how to adapt recipes, such as 
reducing sugar and salt con-
tent or substituting whole 
wheat flour for part of the all-
purpose flour, and how to use 
the mixes in recipes. You will 
have the opportunity to sample 
several of the recipes which 
will be prepared. 
In addition to recipes for 
the basic quick bread and cake 
-mixes, you will receive reci-
pes for cookie, pancake, fla-
vored dry ri~e, beverage mixes 
and more which are assembled 
in an attractive 8 112 by 11-
inch cookbook compiled by 
the University of Missouri 
Cooperative Extension. 
To preregister, please 
call 471-7180. (EW) 
Project to Help Older Women Find 
Clothing That Fits 
Anyonewho'severtried zona. Goldsberry and Reich 
to buy clothes for Grandma- use Debbie Giocello's Ultra 
or any other older woman- Fit body suits marked with 
knows how difficult it can be bands at strategic body loca-
to find something that fits. But· tions to make sure accurate 
not for long. measurements are taken. 
Nebraska, specifically Tondl will be training 12 data 
Lancaster County, is taking collectors from Lancaster 
part in a National Apparel Siz- County to take measurements 
. ing project to improve cloth- and record data. Measuring of 
ing-size standards for women project participants will begin 
55 and older. Standards used on October 9 . Measurements 
for wOlnen's garments today will be taken in metric mea-
were developed in 1958 using sure and all information in the 
1940 body measurements data. data collection will remain 
Less than 2 percent of the 1940 confidential. 
subjects were older than 55. Women in home exten-
Since body shape, pos- sion clubs, senior citizen cen-
ture and proportion change ters, retirement homes and 
with age, many older women other communityorganiza-
have a hard time finding tions are asked to volunteer to 
be measured. Any woman age 
55 or older who is mobile and 
willing to volunteer to be mea-
sured is asked to get in touch 
with Esther Wyant, extension 
agent, home economics in 
Lancaster County, at 471-
7180. 
The non-profit Institute 
for Standards Research, a sub-
sidiary of the American Soci-
ety for Testing and Materials, 
is coordinating funding for the 
project, muchofwhich is com-
ing from industry trade asso-
ciations and clothing manu-
factures including Levi 
Strauss, Brylane Corporation, 
L.L. Bean, Land's End and 
McCall Pattern Company. 
(EW) 
clothes that fit correctly and 
are comfortable. This is an 
increasingly important issue 
flsthe nation's popUlation ages. 
New standards based on this 
year's data are expected to be 
developed by late 1992 or early 
1993. 
"Building" Gingerbread Houses 
Nationally, between 
5,000 and 8,000 women will 
be measured for the project 
with the help of volunteers. 
Nebraska has been asked to 
measure a minimum of 60 
women, their proportion of 
women 55 and older. 
Doris Andersen, Aurora, 
builds gingerbread houses. She 
presented a popular learnshop 
on "gingerbread house con-
struction" at the Nebraska 
Council of Home Extension 
Clubs Convention held in Au-
rora in June of this year. 
Classes will be held on 
Thursday, October 24th, 1 :30 
to 3 p.m., and repeated 7 - 8:30 
p.m. at the Lancaster Exten-
sion Conference Center. Pre-
registration is required and a 
registration fee of $3 per per-
son will be charged, payable at 
the door. Pleaseca1I471-7180 
to preregister. Ifplans change 
so that you cannot attend, 
please notify the office to re-
move your name from the list, 
as soon as possible. Class size 
wiH be limited. (EW) 
Fat 
Budgeting 
Workshop 
Nutri tion experts recom-
mend that no more than 30% 
of our daily calories come from 
fat. Learn how to "budget" 
your fat by attending the work-
shop "Healthy Dividends 
through Fat Budgeting", Mon-
day, September 30th, 1 to 3 or 
7 to 9 p.m. 
With this step-by-step 
program, you' 11 learn to bud-
get fat the same way you bud-
get your money. You can 
"spend" on whatever foods you 
like - as long as you stay 
within your budget. You'll 
also learn how to make your 
"fat budget" more effective by 
including exercise to help you 
reduce your body fat. 
This workshop is spon-
sored by the University ofNe-
braska Cooperative Extension 
in Lancaster County in coop-
eration with the YMCA. Alice 
Henneman, Cooperative Ex-
tension, and Tami Poe, 
YMCA, will lead the work-
shop. This activity is offered 
in conjunction with Project 
LEAN -a national campaign 
to promote "Lowfat Eating for 
America Now." Fee for the 
program is $5. 
Preregistration is re-
quired; please call 471-7180 
to register. (AH) 
Council to Host 
Incentive Award 
Program 
Home extension club 
presidents who have perfect 
attendance at council meet-
ings during 1991 will be in-
vited to an Incentive Award 
Brunch at the Governor's Man-
sion on Thursday, October 17, 
9:30-11 :30 a.m. 
Susan Brown, extension 
agent, home economics, in 
Adams County wi 11 be the guest 
speaker. Her topic will be 
"Humor and Health". To be 
eligible for this award, a club 
must be represented at each of 
the four counci 1 meetings held 
during 1991. (EW) 
Steffens to Speak on 
Self-Esteem in Kids 
Pat Steffens, Ph.D., fam-
ily life specialist, University 
of Nebraska Cooperative Ex-
tension, will present a pro-
gram for parents and teachers 
on building self esteem in kids 
on Thursday, September 19, 
7:30p.m. 
The goal of the session' 
is to expose participants to 
positive techniques for direct-
ing the behavior of children. 
There is no fee for this 
program and it is open to any-
one interested in building self-
esteem in youth. 
Please call 471-7180 to 
preregister. (EW) 
Pat Steffens, Ph.D., family 
life specialist, University of 
Nebraska Cooperative 
Extension 
Extension Council Meets 
on September 24th 
A tour ofthe Food Science and Technology Center on the 
UNL East Campus wi 11 offer members 0 fthe Lancaster County 
Council of Home Extension Clubs the opportunity to see cheese 
and ice cream being made. The tour group will assemble at 
10:30 a.m. on Tuesday, September 24, in the lobby ofthe Food 
Science and Technology Center. 
After the tour, the group will have lunch at the East 
Campus Union. Cost ofthe luncheon is $6 and must be pre-paid 
by Wednesday, September 18. Make checks payable to 
Lancaster Home Extension Council and mail to the Nebraska 
Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County, 444 Cherrycreek 
Road, Lincoln, NE 68528. 
The business meeting will be held following the lun-
cheon. Malenna Vogel, chairwoman, will preside. Election of 
officers for 1992 will be held. 
Participants a(e urged to park off campus, south of 
Holdrege Street, in the residential area. (EW) 
Home Extension Club Lesson: 
"Laws That Impact Our Lives" 
Rose Marie Tondl, cloth-
ing specialist with the Univer-
sity of Nebraska Cooperative 
Extension, has been trained by 
project leaders Ellen 
Goldsberry and Naomi Reich 
from the University of Ari-
On Thursday, October 
24, Mrs. Anderson will be in 
Lincoln to present the step-by-
step process in constructing 
and decorating gingerbread 
houses. She will share her 
recipe for the cookie dough 
and the icing, plus give many 
useful tips and ideas for deco-
rating and storing. She will 
bring several completed houses 
to display. 
The Creative Sewing and Needlearts Expo 
Laws affect our lives daily, whether they relate to social 
services, education, housing, nutrition, food safety, consumer 
rights, or the environment. A lesson titled "Laws That Impact 
Our Lives" will be offered on Thursday, September 26, at I and 
7 p.m. Each session will last approximately one hour and 
fifteen minutes. 
Hair Spray May Cause 
Clothing Damage 
st. Paul, Minnesota, will be the site of the Creative 
SewingandNeedleartsExpo,September 13-15. The three day 
exposition will take place in the St. Paul Civic Center Arena and 
will feature the latest and best in home sewing and crafts. The 
news release received recently states, "You'll find literally 
hundreds of companies showing the widest variety of fabrics, 
notions, needlecraft supplies and inachines you've probably 
ever seen." 
By attending this training, you can become more aware 
of how laws impact your life and how you can become more 
involved in the policy making process. A special feature of the 
training will be presentation of the videotape "Analyzing 
Public Policy From a Family Prospective." This video high-
lights interviews with government officials, citizen advocates, 
and policy makers. 
You've showered, 
brushed your teeth, applied 
your makeup and dressed com-
pletely. The hair is styled just 
the way you want it. Now for 
the final touch - one last big 
spritz of hair spray before walk-
ing out the door. While this 
may help to keep your hair in 
place, it also might cause ir-
reparable damage to clothing. 
Many hair sprays, 
mousses and gels contain a 
high percentage of aleo ho I and 
can cause color loss in certain 
fabrics such as silks ' and ac-
etates. When the alcohol con-
tacts the fabric, the dyes are 
actually dissolved and pushed 
out into a ring where they dry. 
This results in a permanent 
ring. 
You may not notice the 
problem right away, but once 
the surface soil is removed in 
cleaning, the color loss be-
comes quite apparent. 
Some hair sprays also 
contain lacquers. Lacquer can 
cause dark stains to show up 
around ' the collar, neck area 
and shoulders. These stains 
. may be difficult to remove, so 
check with a dry cleaner. 
Next time, spritz your 
hair before putting on clothes, 
or at least place a towel over 
clothing. _These simple steps 
can save you time, money and 
aggravation. (LB) . 
There'll be seminars by such celebrities as Pati Palmer, 
Marta Alto, Kathleen Spike and Ann Person; lots of fashion 
shows; technique and equipment demonstrations, make-it-
and-take-it projects, and beginning sewing and craft work-
shops. 
Organizations are invited to send a representative to 
receive the training for their own membership. This leader 
training lesson is available at no charge through the University 
of Nebraska Cooperative Extension. Non-extension club 
members planning to attend are asked to call 471-7180 to 
preregister so that materials wil be available. (EW) 
Admission is $6 per day. Want more information? Call 
(612) 427-1225. (EW) 
Bathroom Safety for Older People 
Home bathrooms often need adaptation if an elderly 
person wants to stay at home and remain independent. A Home ' 
Economics Guide published by the University of Missouri-
Columbia, Extension Division, College of Home Economics, 
outlines a variety of devices and specifications which will help 
ensure bathroom access and safety. The guide also lists sources 
for obtaining special types of safety equipn'lent. 
To obtain your copy ofthisguide, please send a stamped, 
self-addressed envelope to Bathroom Safety, Nebraska Coop-
erative Extension in Lancaster County, 444 Cherrycreek Road, 
Lincoln, NE 68528. (EW) . 
News continues on 
page 15. 
~ Yield: About 7 quarts 
4 quarts chopped green tomatoes 
3 quarts peeled and chopped tart apples 
1 pound dark seedless raisins 
1 pound white raisins 
~ 1/4cup minced citron, lemon, or orange peel 
' 2 cups water 
2 1/2 cups brown sugar 
2 1/2 cups white sugar 
1/2 cup vinegar (5 %) 
~ 1 cup bottled lemon juice i 
;2 tablespoons ground cinnamon I 
~1 teaspoon ground nutmeg ~ 
~1 teaspooon ground c l oves I 
~Procedure: Combine all ingredients in a large saucepan. Cook I 
:slowly, stirring often, until tender and slightly thickened 
; (about 3S to 40 minutes). Fill jars with hot mixture~ leaving I 
B1/2-inch headspace; Adjust lids and process q~arts 20 minutes I 
lin boiling water canner. I 
Each canned quart of filling makes one 8 or 9 inch pie. The 
Efilling may also be used as a topping on dessert or pastries. I 
ISource: U.S.D.A. Complete Guide to Home Canning (EW) I 
~----------------------------~ ,; . "-' , .... ~ '-"' ". - - ' . " 
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Barb, Staci, Shelly and Herb Griess enjoy the 
outdoors with several of their animals. 
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Strong Family Ties Help Teens 
IMany working parents try to plan a little extra time with 
their children. But what about extra time with young teens? 
Sixth and seventh graders w~o have strong family attachments 
and are encouraged by their parents to be independent are least 
likely to engage in high-risk activities that could affect their . 
health, according to new research at the University of Calif or-
nia, San Francisco. 
The study found that students with strong family ties 
were least likely to have ridden in a carwith a driver under the 
influence of drugs or alcohol, to plan sexual intercourse in the 
next year, or to have engaged in physical fights. These students 
were also least likely to try alcohol, marijuana or cigarettes. 
Researchers say the results question the emphasis placed on the 
belief that teens are most strongly influenced by peer pressure. 
"These. findings are important because they show that emo-
tional bonding with family members during adolescence plays 
a valuable and protective role in teenage health," explains Dr. 
Rebecca Turner, research psychologist at the university. (MK) 
Hunter and Jumping Clinic 
"How to Assess and Ride Courses Over Fences" 
September 13-15, 1991 
Nationally known judge, course designer and clini-
cian, Georgine (Gegi) Winslett will present a four-session 
clinic for youth and adults . 
Session I - Friday, 7:30 p.m. Lancaster Extension Conference 
Center 
Design of courses for hunters, jumpers, and cross country. 
Session II - Saturday, Great Plain Equestrian Center 
Group riding sessions over jumps (youth only). One and one-
half hour sessions limited to 6 riders/session. 
Session III - Saturday, 7:30 p.m. Lancaster Extension Confer-
ence Center 
Types of jumps; how the horse sees them; what makes jumps 
more or less difficult. 
Session IV - Sunday, Great Plains Equestrian Center 
Group riding session over cross country jumps. One and one-
half hour sessions - same riding groups as Session II. 
For additional information, contact: Peggy Thorp 
(402) 489-3585; or Warder Shires, extension agent, Lancaster 
County(402)471-7180. The clinic is sponsored by the Hunters 
Pride 4-H Club. 
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Ak-Sar-Ben 4-H Livestock Exposition 
September 25 - October 1 Contact Dave Swarts 
for details. 
') District Awards 
~ . Due October 1 for all 4-H'ers who have won 
county awards and whose birth date falls between 
January 1973 and December 31, 1977. 
"" "', I Da.re You Awards ,~' Due October 1, nominations may be submitted by 
4-,H parents, leaders, or members. Applications 
are available at the extension office. 
r-.) National4-H Week 
.6' October 6 - 12, 1991 Tell your friends and 
community about 4-H! 
., County Awards 
, Due October 1 Guidelines for the record book can 
be obtain~d from the extension office. 
. College Scholarships 
, Applications are available at the extension office 
and are due October 1. Contact Maureen for 
details. 
Growing Up Female 
. ~. ' September 14 - 15, 1991 Designed for 11-13 year 
old girls and their mothers at the Eastern Nebraska 
. 4-H Center. Call Maureen for more information! 
North Central Regional 4-H Leaders Forum 
Set for November 14-17, in Springfield, IL. If 
you, as a leader, are interested in being part of 
Lancaster County's team, call Marilee. (MHB) 
Acreages and 4-H ... A 
Perfect Combination! Presentation of County Fair Horse Awards 
by Maureen H. Burson, extension agent, 4-H 
"Living on an acreage is great because it's very pretty 
and there's lots of room for our sheep," describes lana Scott. 
Ten year old Jana, is just one of over 500 Lancaster County 
youth who combine acreage living with 4-H education. Jana, 
a member of the Hichnan Barnyard 4-H Club, says she's 
learned how much care it takes for animals to survive and wants 
to be a veterinarian. 
Four-H families suchas the Richard Scott family, tailor 
the projects to meet their individual interests. An acreage is the 
perfect location to become involved in a variety of 4-H projects 
including horse, poultry, rabbits, cats, dogs, sheep, swine and 
gardening. 
Herb Griess, an Omaha native, former 4-H Horse VIPS 
Chair and fair superintendent, moved to an acreage because he 
enjoys the outdoors and has lots of pets. "It's so quiet and 
peaceful, as if we're up in the mountains," explained Griess. 
"Four-H gives our family the opportunity to work and play' 
together." Griess' wife, Barb, has served as chair of the horse 
VIPS. Over the past eight years, family 4-H projects have 
included horses, dogs and rabbits. 
When I first came to Lancaster County six years ago from 
Kansas, Don Miller, extension agent, told me that this county 
is the best of both worlds ... the perfect blend of urban and rural. 
And you know, he's absolutely right! (MHB) 
The final event of the 
1991 Lancaster County Fair 
was the presentation of awards 
held on Thursday evening, 
August 8. Plaques were pre-
sented to the champions and 
reserve champions of each 
division of the county fair 
horse show. Recognition was 
given to individualS, organi-
zations, and businesses who 
contributed to these awards. 
A special feature during the 
awards program was a dem-
onstration of side saddle riding 
by Carrie AIm and Jessica 
James. 
Three special awards 
were given this year. They 
included: 
Bobby McMahon Top 4-H 
Horse Exhibitor 
Each year the 
WilheminaFischerWittstruck 
Memorial Trophy goes to the 
individual gammg the most 
points from pre-selected pre-
mium events at the fair. A 
maximum of six events may 
be entered for cash premiums 
by4-H horse exhibitors. Their 
premium classes are limited to 
four riding events of the ex-
hibitors choice, one halter 
event, and showmanship at 
halter under 4-H rules. The 
top honor this year went to 
Bobbie McMahon, daughter 
ofJohn and Marsha McMahon 
of Bennet. Bobbie had a per-
fect score as a result of receiv-
ing purple ribbons in all her 
premium classes. She won the 
champion trophy in the junior 
division of the western horse-
manship class and was reserve 
champion in western pleasure 
and reining. Bobbie is a mem-
ber of the Pine Lake Road 
Riders 4-H Club. Her 4-H 
4-H Council Nominations Due September 15 
Now is the time to nominate persons to represent you on 
the 1991 Lancaster County 4-H Council. Seven new members 
will be elected. All 4-H members and leaders are eligible to 
hold a position on the council and are encouraged to submit 
nominations. Each position is held for two years . Members 
may be elected for no more than two consecutive two-year 
terms. 
What is a 4-0 Council? 
The 4-H Council is responsible for determining 4-H 
policies, establishing and appointing planning committees, and 
finding resources to support 4-H events. There are nine 
meetings throughout the year. 
. New members will be elected to fill the positions of the 
following members who will complete a two-year term: 
Area 1: Rene' Sintek 
Area 2: Dani Woiff 
Area 3: Joyce Vahle, Lana Steinhausen 
Area 5: Jim Tucker, Barb Fuller, Damion Schepers 
A1l4-H volunteers and 4-H members in grade 9 or older 
will be eligible to vote. Youth nominees must be at least in 
grade 9. Members will represent the following areas of 
Lancaster County as indicated on the following map: 
Area 1 27th Street Area 2 
Northwest II Northeast 
Area 5 
Van Dorn Sreet Lincoln Van Dorn Street 
City Limits 
Area 3 II Area 4 
Southwest 27th Street Southeast 
.-------------------------~------------~ I 4-H Council Nominations I 
I I nominate the following for consideration by the 4-H Council Nomination Committee : I 
I Area 1 (Northwest): Youth: I 
I Area 2 (Northeast) : Youth: I 
I Area 4 (Southwest): Youth: Adult: I 
I Area 5 (Lincoln): Youth: Adult: . I 
I Nominated by: . . ' I 
~--------------------------------------~ 
leader is Suzanne Border. 
Kasie Hollman Top Barrel 
Racer 
The Jean Card Memo-
rial Trophy was awarded to 
Kasie Hollman for winning top 
time in the barrel raCing event 
at the 1991 Lancaster County 
Fair. Kasie completed her run 
in 16.7 seconds and placed 
over 40 other contestants from 
all three age divisions. Kasie 
is the 10 year old daughter of 
Dick and Kim Hollman of 
Hallam. She is a member of 
the Lone Star4-H Club. Her4-
H leader is Rhonda Adams. 
Tausha Broer Wins AII-
Around Trail Award 
Trail obstacle classes 
have been a part of the 
Lancaster County Fair 4-H 
Horse Show for many years 
and this year's competitive trail 
ride has been added as a new 
event and project. Because of 
the close similarity or-these 
two events, it was decided by 
the 4-H Horse VIPS commit-
tee that appropriate recogni-
tion be given to the top trail 
perfonner at the fair. An "AIl- . 
Around Trail Rider" plaque 
was provided by Mr. and Mrs. 
Richard Confer to the4-H com-
petitor compiling the most 
points in these two events. 
Tausha became the first to win 
this award in Lancaster 
County. Her parents are Eric 
and Janet Broer of rural Lin-
coln. Tausha is a member of 
the Pacesetters 4-H Club. Her 
4-H leader is Jolene Weart. 
(WLS) 
State Horse Show 
Lancaster County had 41 4-H members qualify for state 
level competition this year, plus entries in several non-riding 
events. 
The 1991 Nebraska State4-H Horse Exposition was held 
in Grand Island, July 15 thru 18. 
Individuals gaining special recognition for accomplishments at 
the state horse show include: 
Anne McCabe: 
Hilary Miles: 
Staci Griess: 
Ty Burkey: 
Courtney Fortner: 
Champion Senior English Pleasure 
Champion Senior Western Pleasure 
Champion Elementary Dressage 
Champion 3 Year Old Mare, 
Champion 2 Year Old Mare 
Champion Junior Halter Showman, 
Champion 2 Year Old Gelding, 
Champion Junior Western Pleasure, 
Champion luniorWestern 
Horsemanship 
Teams and individuals participating in contests included: 
Hippology Team: 
Horse Bowl Team: 
Horse Demonstration 
Team: 
Individual Horse 
Demonstration: 
Senior Horse 
Speech Contest: 
Angie Kruml and Sara Cusick, state 
champions, Ward Shin~s, coach 
Melody Nielsen, Keira Fritzen, Tim 
Byrne, Anne McCabe, state reserve 
champions, Kerensa Darnell, coach 
Kala Ball and Kathy Tupy, blue 
ribbon, Janet Ball, coach 
Jessica James, blue ribbon 
Junior Horse Speech Contest: Kala 
Ball, blue ribbon 
Tausha Broer, blue ribbon (WLS) 
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Come and see why over 7,900 Lancaster County Youth are involved in 4-H! 
4-H Open House!!! 
Monday, September 16,1991 
6:30 p.m. 
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County 
444 Chenycreek Road. Lincoln, NE 68528 
6:30 - 8 p.m. Experience 4-H projects and view displays 
7 - 7:30 p.m. Program presented by 4-H'ers - Door Prize Drawings 
Volunteers and staff will be available to answer questions about 4-H. For more iriformation about 4-H, 
contact Marilee Kabes at 471-7180. 
Learn, . 
Laugh ..• 
. . . Together with. 
your friends! 
Name------------~~~+_~~~~+++8~~~~~-------------------­
Address----------~+4_**..,......~"""7+±'":'S±"~ 
Telephone ____________ .....,--.....,--__ ......,..._ 
Grade in SchoolL _____ ~~"' .• 
Computers 
=== Photography 
__ Woodworking __ Clothing 
___ Dogs 
Cats 
Rabbits 
___ Safety 
Horses 
Other 
Jaime Fuller, Jay Rosenboom, Jayme Grundman, Ruth Vahle and Kim Vance enjoy 
the Citizenship Washinton Focus booth at the fair. Join them for the trip in 1993 . 
Take the Road to D.C. 
Four-H'ers from 
Lancaster County are on their 
way to Washington and we'd 
like you to join! 
Several openings remain 
for the Citizenship Washing-
ton Focus trip set for June of 
1993. Four-H'erswill be in-
volved in a week of programs 
and tours at the National4-H 
Center in Washington, as well 
as, tours on the way to and 
from Washington. To apply 
for the trip, 4-H'ers should be 
15 - 19 years of age at the time 
of the trip. 
The Citizenship Wash-
ington Focus trip is designed 
to help teens understand rights 
and responsibilities of active 
citizens, to learn more about 
the functions of government, 
to better appreciate our 
nation's heritage and to 
broaden international under-
standing. 
Fund raising activities 
are already underway. Partici-
pants will also be participating 
in citizenship activities as they 
prepare for the trip. 
F or more information 
and forCWF application fonns, 
contact Marilee. The deadline 
for applications in January 15, 
1992. (MK) 
Attention 4-H'ers and 4-H Leaders/Parents! 
rrhe Public Fire Education Division of the Southeast Fire 
Department is available to assist you with your fire safety 
projects! . 
Contact: Bill Montz, Jr., Fire Prevention Office for more 
information, 466-2911 (leave message). 
Take the· Challenge Be a Leaner Eater 
Home Extension 
News continues 
Challenge One 
, Diets high in fat have 
been linked to increased risk 
for heart disease, some types 
of cancer, and obesity. To 
reduce the risk, health experts 
recommend that we get no 
H t 1: lk t C d -t more than 30 percent of our ow 0 a . 0 re I 0 rs total calories from fat. The 
If you're suffering financial setbacks, don't wait for average fat intake for Ameri-
creditors to contact you. Call them before bills are due. They cans is 37 percent. 
will be more likely to believe you. Your first reaction when you Beginning this month, 
discover you can't pay all of your bills is probably to panic and we will start a year-long series 
hide. The experts say that's the worst thing you can do. It is thatteaches simple ways to eat 
better to face your creditors. less fat. .Each"month, you'll be 
Before you call, write or visit your creditors; know the presented tips on reducing di-
amount oftake-home income you can count on, and your fixed etary fat. These are followed 
expenses (housing, car payment, and other debit payments). by a "challenge" which asks 
Show the creditor what you think is a reasonable plan for you to complete a simple ac-
paying the debt. Explain your situation and ask about delayed tivity that requires use of this 
payments or partial payments. -. information. 
• Work out smaller payments for a short period. This information is 
• Refinance loan(s), that is, make another contract for smaller adapted from the "Take the 
payments over a longer period oftime. New payments will be Challenge, Be a Leaner Eater" 
smaller size but the overall costsfor the loan will be larger. program which was originated 
• If all els~ fails, a consolidation loan may be considered. You as part o.fthe Nebraska Project 
take out one loan, payoff all bills at once, and then have one LEAN Coalition and was writ-
debt to pay off to just one creditor (usually extending over a ten by Susan Conradt, M.A., 
longer period oftime). Again, each payment will be smaller, R.D., C.N. For more informa-
but you will commit yourself for a longer period of time, tion on obtaining an expanded 
usually at a higher total cost. version of this program for use 
Work out an agreement with your creditor that both of at your work site, call Alice 
you can accept and put your agreement in writing. Follow the Henneman at the extension 
agreement. If you do not, future chances of getting credit may office, 471-7180. 
be influenced by the creditor's view of you and your promise Do you eat fatty foods 
to pay. Always keep creditors informed of changes that might frequently .. ,maybe too fre-
affect your payment agreement. (AR) quently? You can find out. 
Q I- SIP d Just complete the fatty foods ua Ity. a es ro uct inventory "How Do You Score On Fat?" The inventory will 
Deserves Effective Display ~e:J~u-know ifit's time to cut 
When you are finished, 
please consider how you feel 
-about your fat score and re-
spond to the questions below. 
If you find it's time to eat less 
fat, have no fear! Just Take the. 
Whether it's for a garage sale or your place of business, 
be sure to display quality products correctly. Give space to 
important or expensive items. Place small, less expensive 
items close together. Small items should be placed in the front 
of a display with large, tall items in back. 
How Do Yon Score on Fat? 
Do the foods you eat provide more fat than is good for you? 
Answer the questions below, then see how your diet stacks up. 
Seldom lor 2 3 to 5 
or times a times a 
never week week 
How often do you eat: 
l.Fried, deep-fat fried 
or breaded foods? 
2.Fatty meats such as 
bacon,sausage, luncheon 
meats or heavily marbled 
steaks and roasts? 
3.Whole milk, high-fat ' 
cheeses or ice cream? 
( 
4.High-fat desserts such 
as pies, pastries or cakes? 
5.Rich sauces or gravies? 
6,Salad dressings 
or mayonnaise? 
7.Cream, whipped cream, 
sour cream or cream cheese? 
8.Butter or margarine on 
vegetables, dinner rolls or toast? 
Amost \ 
daily 
Challenge: \ 
1. How do you score on fat? Check to see how many responses you have in the last tw~columns. 
If you have ·five or more, it may be time to cut back. ,Mark the statement(s) below that ~tch( es) 
you. . 
_._ I have fewer than five responses in the last two columns. 
__ I have more than five responses in the last two columns. . \ 
_. __ I want to take the challenge to eat less fat! . \ 
For helpful hints on reducing your dietary fat, continue reading the Leaner Eater Seri.es 
in future NEBLINES. You might also consider attending some of our nutrition classes this fall. 
(AH). ..' \ 
Sand-washed Silk is Popular New Fabric 
Challenge to Be, a Leaner Washed silk, sand- Sand-washed silk or 
sueded sill< is actually a little 
different than washed silk. It 
is created by a process that, 
without abrasion to the fabric, 
results in a soft luster and vel-
vet feel that must be touched 
to be appreciated. The fabric 
The sand-washing pro-
cess varies from one manufac-
turer to another. Some of the 
washed versions of silk include 
charmeuse, China silk, broad- . 
cloth, twill, jacquard weaves 
and suiting weights. Colors 
will vary by the popular co lors 
put less expensive items where customers can touch 
them. Expensive items should be placed where they cannot be 
reached easily. Small expensive items should be locked in a 
display case, if possible. 
Eater! washed silk or sueded silk are 
For the next year, this all names-for a new silk fabric 
serieswillchallengeyouto~at . that has become very popular 
less fat. You'll find it's more with home sewers and ready-
fun than work. Read the fun to-wear manufacturers. 
Place a special item or items where the passer-by will see facts and tips about cutting The term "washed silk" 
it immediately and stop. Ifit is something that will take time down on fat. Then complete refers to a silk fabric which has 
to examine closely, place it to one side so a customer won't the Challenge Activities that' been washed by the manufac-
block the view for someone else. will help you trim some fat out turercreating a softly wrinkled 
Keep the overall display simple, uncluttered and neat. . of your life. . . look with eas;' care, no iron 
(AB)' qualities. . 
. is washable but isn't supposed 
to look wrinkled so it must be 
pressed to restore appearance 
after washing. . 
. of the season. 
If you plan to sew with 
continued on page 16 
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All programs and events listed in this newsletter will be 
held at the University ofN ebraska Cooperative Extension 
in Lancaster County unless otherwise noted. Use of 
commercial and trade names does not imply approval or 
constitute endorsement by the University of Nebraska 
Cix:~s::~nE :n:;::o~:~~~~;~~~ 
SOU INK Ink on a blend ~ V I of 60% I..-___ L-.. ______ .......ITM recycled 
Tri'ldf!' tl~'k of A'T1erlr an So;rbe .. r A:;~ocl"ltlon paper. 
Sand-washed Silk continues ... 
sand-washed silk, here are some suggestions. 
-Use the finest machine needle free of nicks or scratches 
, to prevent snags during stitching. 
-Cotton thread will produce pucker-free seams. It will 
not stretch like polyester thread when sewn into the fabric and 
retract to cause puckering. 
- Topstitch garment edges such as collars, lapels and 
cuffs, to control the bouncy quality of the fabric. 
Source: Rose Marie Tondl, clothing specialist: Univer-
sity of Nebraska Cooperative Extension. (EW) 
1.-change your address and/or order a subscription 
2.-register for events and programs sponsored by or 
held at the University of Nebraska Cooperative 
Extension in Lancaster County 
3.-submit general comments and/or story ideas. 
General Information(p/ease print) 
Name:--_____________________________ _ 
Address: __________________ -------------
City: ------------------
Zip: ----------------
Home Phone: ----------------------
I Daytime Phone: --------------
I I Workshop Registration 
I Register for Workshop/Program: --------
I Date of Workshop/Program: ---------
Time of Workshop/Program: ----------
Number of registrations:_ at $_ each. 
Payment enclosed?~' ----------------
Please help make the Nebline your newsletter by 
letting us know what you would like to see in the, 
Nebline, and how we can better serve your needs. 
Newsletter Information 
Address Change: • 
Number of Neblines received: ----------
Order a subscription to Nebline: ________ _ 
Comment: _____________________ _ 
Story Idea(s): ---.:.-----------
Return to: 
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension 
in Lancaster County 
444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln, Nebraska 
68528-1507 L __________________ ~ 
TheNEBLINE 
for you, Through a 
r money. You 
get. You'll 
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re your 
a Sponsored by: University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension Douglas, Lancaster, Sarpy and Saunders Counties (Metro Extension Program Unit) Cooperative ExtenSion provides mformallon and educational programs 10 all people without regard to race, color. national ongln, sex or handicap. 
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September '1-13 
Sign-up for Ne-
braska Soybean 
Pro9tability Project. 
Septeniber 19 
Buildiryg Self Es-
teClTI in Kids, 7:30 
p.tu. 
September 14-15 
"Growing Up Fe-
male" retreat, East-
ern Nebraska 4-H 
Center. 
4-H Awards appli-
cations due. 
September 12-13 
Women in Agricul-
ture: The Critical 
Difference Confer-
ence, Kearney 
Ramada Inn. 
Septe.mber 24 
H orne Extension 
Club Counci I fvfcct-
;111'" 1{)·'~O'--' J11 
... 6, l\.J,_' d .. , 
Food Science & 
Technology Center, 
UN-L East Canl-
September 17 N e-
braska S wi ne 
Records Wrap-up 
Meeting, Mr. 
Henry's, Eagle, 7:30 
